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WHEN IT COMES TO PONTOONS,
S I Z E R E A L LY D O E S M A T T E R
I T I S A UN I V E R S A L FA C T O R W H E N
D E T E R M I N I N G W H AT A D O C K C A N B E A N D D O .

SF Marina is a world-renowned expert in the development of new or
existing premium marinas. We provide state-of-the-art floating breakwaters and concrete pontoons to anyone, anywhere, who is planning to
build a marina. And who wants it to still be there after the storm.
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BUILDING
BLOCKS

As our product range has evolved, it now has many applications. Together
with our clients, we have the luxury of choosing the right pontoon, in the right
materials, for the right job. By developing the heavy-duty end of our portfolio to
always be a step stronger, we’ve also become experts in ﬂoating breakwaters,
able to incorporate the strongest of building blocks when designing and
engineering a marina that will withstand the test of time. Marinetek.net
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FROM THE EDITOR

Awaiting
the new
normal
We are nearing the end of an extremely turbulent year; a year that has
presented us with more questions than answers; a year that has been
punctuated by grief and loss; and, perhaps, a year with a more than usual
share of civil unrest and political upheaval.
But, glancing back at 2020, it’s interesting to ponder on what we’ve achieved.
We opened marinas as and when permitted and implemented appropriate safety
measures; we honed our contingency planning skills and sought alternative
approaches to proven practice; and we ensured that industry networking paused
only momentarily. ‘Virtual’ became our new best friend.
Although the majority of live events were cancelled or postponed, ICOMIA
went ‘virtual’ to deliver a series of successful webinars in lieu of the annual
World Marinas Conference; small scale events took place around the world –
face-to-face and online; IBEX created a virtual conference and exhibition; and
Metstrade plans a one-day online ‘Connect’ event in early December.
Although AMI Conference & Expo (formerly IMBC) will not be held until early
February 2021, to cover all bases it will include a virtual component – to attract
a wider audience and also give regular annual visitors options if they have travel
issues.
As well as staying connected, professionals have ensured that marina
projects continued to progress around the world after most experienced at least
some COVID-related downtime. There is no shortage of planning applications,
refurbishment projects and fresh ideas to boost nautical tourism as the industry
experiences an upturn in enthusiasm for boating. New products continue to be
launched, marina accreditations continue to be renewed, and awards presented
for excellence and responsible management. While not ‘business as usual’, we
have been buffeted but far from beaten.
The best potential news, so far, however to draw a close to 2020 comes from
Pfizer – the first company to stake a claim for a proven COVID vaccine. Although
no catch-all quick fix is in the offing, it’s a flash of hope that, at the very least,
might end the year on a positive note and make for a more optimistic start to
2021. We may not return to the ‘old normal’, but we would all like to see the ‘new
normal’ kick in.

Printed in the UK by Stephens & George

© 2020 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd
Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
Ltd. Equally, the inclusion of advertisements in this
magazine does not constitute endorsement of the
companies, products and services concerned by Loud &
Clear Publishing Ltd. The publisher reserves the right to
refuse advertising.
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CLEAN
WASTEWATER
DISPOSAL
PierPump – Trouble-free disposal of waste and bilge water
from boats and yachts.
When installing a wastewater management system harbor
operators have to make several decisions depending on the location,
number of berths and size to find the optimal system.
The Vogelsang PierPump is a customer-oriented high-performance
solution, which is easy to operate and allows bilge water or black
water to be pumped directly into the sewage system. The integrated
rotary lobe pump means that the PierPump is resistant to foreign
matter, so that the vacuum extraction process does not come to stop
if the wastewater contains foreign matter. Wastewater tanks are
vacuum extracted in a very short time, and the voyage can continue.

VOGELSANG � LEADING IN TECHNOLOGY
vogelsang.info

INNOVATIVE.
DURABLE.
INNOVATIVE.
DURABLE

WORLD NEWS

LOW-MAINTENANCE.
LOW-MAINTENANCE.

Online IBEX
voted a success

USA: IBEX Online: A Virtual Experience, launched as a first-time event by IBEX
LLC and held from 29th September – 2nd October 2020, received positive
feedback from exhibitors and visitors alike.
Nearly 3,000 visitors registered from
25 countries to take part and over 1,650
exhibitor representatives participated
from 474 companies representing ten
countries. More than 4,000 connections
were made and 700 meetings
conducted. In addition, IBEX Online
showcased 1,077 products, which
included new products for 2020 as well
as the very prestigious 2020 Innovation
Award entrants and the award-winning
products.
The online sessions attracted 135
full conference attendees who took in
more than 50 educational and keynote
sessions produced by exhibiting
companies and the show’s education
partners. The Opening Session and
Awards Presentation had 640 viewers.
“Taking a large, powerful live event like

IBEX and adjusting it in a short timeframe
to a virtual event was a difficult transition
for all of us, but with the industry’s
support, it worked,” said Anne Dunbar,
IBEX show director. “We tried something
new and together we all learned how
to navigate a sophisticated connection
platform. Thank you to all of our partners,
exhibitors and visitors for joining us.
Of course, we can’t fully recreate the
unexpected connections, fortuitous
business opportunities and spontaneous
inspirations that can only happen when
walking down the aisles of IBEX, which is
why we look forward to seeing everyone
in person at IBEX 2021.”
The 2021 IBEX show is scheduled to
be held 28th-30th September in Tampa,
Florida, USA. Further information: www.
ibexshow.com

Safe Harbor
merges with Sun
Communities

USA: Safe Harbor Marinas of Dallas, Texas has entered into a definitive merger
agreement with Sun Communities, Inc of Southfield, Michigan and one of its
subsidiaries. The transaction was for cash and SUI equity valued at US$2.11
billion.
capital,” he continued.
“We are excited to partner with Sun
Communities, a premier real estate
Gary A Shiffman, CEO of Sun
investment trust that owns and operates
Communities added: “We look forward
426 properties across North America,”
to welcoming Safe Harbor to the Sun
said Safe Harbor Marinas CEO Baxter
family. We have studied the marina
Underwood.
industry and specifically Safe Harbor
for a number of years and have gotten
“We have spent a number of years
to know the team very well. Expanding
getting to know Sun and are impressed
Sun’s platform to include marinas is
with their leadership team and track
a major strategic decision and we
record of consistently growing value
could not have chosen a better partner
for all their stakeholders. Safe Harbor
to execute this important growth
will operate independently from Sun’s
initiative.”
other businesses, but we will benefit
The transaction is expected to close
from their tremendous strength. We
during the fourth quarter of this year
are committed to continuing the growth
and is subject to customary closing
of our marina portfolio by harnessing
conditions.
Sun’s advantageous cost and form of
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EXPERT DOCK BUILDER
AND MARINE CONTRACTOR

bellingham-marine.com
800-733-5679

Custom engineered mooring
technology that lasts

6HFXULQJDOOȵRDWLQJ
applications like marinas,
wave-attenuators, buoys,
DQGȵRDWLQJVRODUSDUNV

We understand the water. We have the products and the knowhow to move away from old fashioned methods like piles, chain,
or cables. /HWXVVKRZ\RXZKDWD6HDȵH[PRRULQJVROXWLRQ
ZRXOGORRNOLNHIRU\RXUȵRDWLQJDSSOLFDWLRQ
Contact our team at LQIR#VHDȵH[QHW

ΖQWHJUDWHGURSHWR
accomodate for the depth.

SEAFLEX SWE +46 90 16 06 50
SEAFLEX US +1 (310) 548-9100

&XVWRPL]HGWRWKHH[DFWVWUHQJWK
DQGOHQJWKQHHGHGWRKDQGOHWKHVLWH
VSHFLȴFZDWHUOHYHOYDULDWLRQDQGIRUFHV

Sustainable materials that ensure
PD[LPXPORQJHYLW\

7KHUHLQIRUFHGHODVWRPHUHORQJDWHV
XSWRWZLFHLWVOHQJWKDQGUHWUDFWV
back to provide constant stability.

Small footprint - always
VWD\VRWKHVHQVLWLYHVHDEHG

$KLJKO\WHFKQRORJLFDOSURGXFW
from a company that cares.

ZZZVHDȵH[QHW

WORLD NEWS

Sanctuary Cove
opens new facility
AUSTRALIA: Mulpha Australia has opened a new 67-berth facility at its iconic
Sanctuary Cove marina on the Gold Coast, Queensland.
Built by Superior Jetties to replace
an existing jetty, the new arrangement
provides berths of 12-40m (39-131ft)
and a 90m (295ft) long, 3.5m (11ft 6in)
wide superyacht pier. Superior used
its Elite system to create 3,000m²
(32,300ft²) of new pontoons and
supplied 1,000m (3,300ft) of LED berth
lighting.
In a unique move for an Australian
marina, some of the pontoons will be
covered and an innovative steel roof
structure is now being designed for the
purpose. This will incorporate a German
fabric roof with guttering. The marine
piles will provide footings for 14m (46ft)

steel pipes that support the fabric with
an architectural profile that has been
analysed with regard to sight lines for
the property. The sealing of the HDPE
sleeves, caps and bolt down system for
the roof presented a technical challenge
that has now been solved.
Boat owners securing covered
berths will enjoy golf buggy access
to the dock and full concierge service
with room service from the adjacent
Intercontinental Hotel. Valet parking,
access to pick up and drop off laundry,
Country Club membership and
discounts throughout the marina village
are extra attractions.

Don’t miss the METS
connection

SUCCESSFUL
SUCCESSFUL
WATERFRONT
WATERFRONT

DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
STARTS WITH
WITH
STARTS

LASTING
LASTING
INFRASTRUCTURE.
INFRASTRUCTURE.

10th December 2020 – 10.30-17.00hrs

The global leisure marine industry misses its key B2B marketing and
networking event this year as Metstrade, an annual November fixture, has been
cancelled due to coronavirus. To help bridge the gap, RAI Amsterdam hosts
Metstrade Connect – a virtual platform that enables participants to meet new
people based on individual profiles and preferences.

Intelligent matchmaking algorithms
will suggest relevant contacts, and
the list of participants will be open to
everyone who has registered.
An invitation leads to a virtual
handshake and a one-to-one video
appointment.

The platform also includes live
discussions, TechTalks in three different
streams and product pitches.
Industry professionals can take part
free of charge. Registration and further
information is available at
www.metstrade.com

www.marinaworld.com – November/December 2020
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EXPERT DOCK BUILDER
AND MARINE CONTRACTOR

bellingham-marine.com
800-733-5679

Providing independent and bespoke services to clients worldwide

Masterplanning

Investment appraisal

Feasibility studies and market research

Tender and project management

Business planning

Environmental and legislative advice

Marina and Marina Club design

Property consultancy services

ZZZPDULQDSURMHFWVFRP
+HDG2I¼FH+.2I¼FHHQTXLULHV#PDULQDSURMHFWVFRP

WORLD NEWS

Dubai Harbour
Marina welcomes
first boats

UAE: In late September Dubai Harbour Marina welcomed Gulf Craft, the
Emirates’ based yacht builder, to be the first to experience the marina’s service
and facilities before it fully opens to the public. The tri-deck Majesty 120
superyacht and the next-generation Oryx 379 both sailed in and became the
first boats to enter the marina.
Dubai Harbour Marina will be the
most sophisticated of its kind in the
Middle East, offering 1,100 berths
in two phases for yachts up to 160m
(520ft) in length. Operated by luxury
marina group D-Marin Dubai, the
marina will be a yachting hub with a mix
of restaurants, a world-class crew club,
independent fuel pumps, crew facility, a
helipad and more.
Located in the heart of Dubai, in the
vibrant area between Bluewaters Island
and Palm Jumeirah, Dubai Harbour’s
integrated infrastructure is built over an
area of around 186ha (459 acres) and
will include retail, restaurants, cafés,
luxury residences and hotels.
Selcuk Balci, managing director of
D-Marin Dubai and Dubai Harbour’s
marina operator, said: “We are excited
to welcome the first yachts into Dubai
Harbour Marina. The marina will
strengthen Dubai’s status as a modern

maritime hub for yacht owners and
captains to maritime businesses in need
of a strategic logistics location. With the
marina’s extensive facilities and worldclass services, we are looking forward
to operating the largest leisure maritime
destination in the Middle East.”
Gulf Craft CEO Abeer Alshaali
commented: “We are proud to be part
of Dubai’s much anticipated landmark,
the Dubai Harbour. Our remarkable
experience of berthing our recently
launched superyacht Majesty 120 and
Oryx 379 sport cruiser in the marina
reinforced our confidence that this
will be an exceptional addition to the
Emirates’ waterfront. Dubai Harbour
will lead the way for greater economic
growth both in tourism and yachting
as Dubai adds boat enthusiasts to
the ever-growing list of visitors, and
highlights the level of luxury that yachts
made in the UAE will achieve.”
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62 YEARS OF
MARINA
INNOVATION.

EXPERT DOCK BUILDER
AND MARINE CONTRACTOR

bellingham-marine.com
800-733-5679

La Valletta Loano Hammamet Stora Palau
Fiskardo Aqaba Port Gogek Khiran
Castellammare di Stabia Lefkas Tripoli
Venezia Spalato Maratona Salerno Piskera La
Maddalena Gouvia Muggia Maratea Gedda
Capo d’Orlando Tremezzo Doha Tivat Trani
Lixouri Procida Al Fintas Carrara Brissago
Genova Rodi Dammam Sistiana Locarno
Cagliari Atene Lacco Ameno Palermo
Manfredonia Novi Vinodolski Montecarlo
Viareggio Bari
Alassio Farasan
Budva Ravenna
Portorose Bari
Villasimius Taranto Biograd Cala di Volpe Bari
Jesolo Savona Lisbona Portovenere Novigrad
Rab Bisceglie Aiaccio La Spezia Portoferraio
Lustiça Trieste Montecarlo Santa Manza Riva del
Garda Castiglioncello Kastela Al Faw Portoﬁno
S. Margherita Ligure Volme Methoni Livorno
Haquel Napoli Marsaxlokk Jesolo Aci Trezza
Taranto Mgarr S. Teresa di Gallura Grado
Rovigno Chioggia Vibo Valenza Mitilene
Imperia Como Agios Kosmas Monfalcone

Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it www.ingemar.it

Made in Italy

WORLD NEWS
boats up to 75 feet (23m) and dry
storage for vessels to 38 feet (11.6m).
It offers a high-speed fuel dock,
boaters’ lounge, shower rooms and a
laundry facility.
The property is also home to the
very popular Off the Hook Grill, a
great place to watch dolphins play in
the Halifax River and enjoy stunning
sunsets.

Southern Marinas
buys Inlet Harbor
USA: Southern Marinas Holdings, a partnership between a New York-based
private investment firm and Southern Marinas, has purchased Inlet Harbor
Marina in Ponce Inlet, Florida. The acquisition brings the growing Southern
Marinas portfolio to 12 properties.
Strategically located just a few
minutes from Ponce Inlet on the

Intracoastal Waterway, Inlet Harbor is
a full-service marina with wet slips for

NZMOA announces
2020 awards

NEW ZEALAND: The New Zealand Marina Operators Association (NZMOA) has
recognised the country’s very best marinas and boatyards for 2020.
Gulf Harbour Marina in Auckland
(above) has been named Marina of
the Year. Judges said that the marina,
which is based a short drive north of

Auckland and is the largest privatelyowned marina in New Zealand, is a
genuine credit to its management team.
“Gulf Harbour Marina has a diverse

www.marinaworld.com – November/December 2020

“We are fortunate to acquire such a
wonderful asset in this vibrant boating
community,” said Andrew Gendron,
principal and chief investment officer
with Southern Marinas. “Inlet Harbor
is the perfect addition to Southern’s
rapidly growing portfolio of premier
marinas and we look forward to
further enhancing the customer
experience at this location.”
The marina is the company’s sixth
acquisition this year.
offering, well managed, and they make
great use of what they have. Other
private marinas could strive to emulate
their model,” said the judging panel.
Westhaven Marina was also highly
commended by judges for operating a
1,800 berth marina very successfully in
a challenging environment.
The boatyard at Whangamata Marina
was named Boatyard of the Year and
also received the Best Environmental
Performance Award. Its wastewater
treatment system, a significant
investment for a small, privately-owned
operation, is a demonstration of the
operation’s long-term environmental
commitment, as is its participation in
the Clean Marinas programme.
Gisborne Inner Harbour Marina was
also commended by judges in this
category.
Westhaven Marina took the
Outstanding Initiative Award for
its ‘Load ‘n’ Go’ berth, a berth for
commercial operators, and the
Nylonut system, developed by Darcy
Blackmore, was also acknowledged in
this category as a deceptively simple
innovation that has the potential to
benefit the wider marina industry.
The 2020 Outstanding Individual
Contribution Award was presented
to Kevin Lidgard. Lidgard is currently
general manager of marinas at Panuku
Development Auckland. He is a long
standing member of the marina and
boatyard industry who collaborates
for the good of the industry, shares
knowledge and contributes extensively.
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Creating berthing people want to come home to

“Not only do Inland and Coastal Marina Systems
produce durable pontoon systems, the team
works with what currently exists, making more
efﬁcient use of time, resources and budget.”
Christopher Odling-Smee, MD, The Marine Group

Call for a free GRC decking demonstration
sales@inlandandcoastal.com | www.inlandandcoastal.com
Ireland +353 579 153 963 | Scotland +44 1343 813 233 | England +44 2394 002 797
dada2046 Inland & Coastal 182x132 ad AW.indd 1

14/10/2020 11:27

WORLD NEWS

Redevelopment
approved for second
Windermere site
UK: Windermere Aquatic has secured planning approval for its Waterhead
Marine site (above) in Ambleside on Lake Windermere, England. A 47 berth
marina, two houses and five two-storey holiday units with car parking will be
built at an estimated cost of £14 million.
along with Beech Hill, comprise the
The approval follows consent for the
three marine centres Windermere
redevelopment and extension of the
Aquatic operates on the lake.
company’s Windermere Quays marina
Marina Projects managed and
at Bowness-on-Windermere. Marina
coordinated a comprehensive
Projects acts as marina designer and
professional team including planning
lead consultant for both projects which,

consultant Steven Abbott Associates.
“This planning approval does not just
allow the redevelopment of this key
site, it is also a vital part of our wider
master plan and development strategy.
The significant value created by this
development will be reinvested to
expand the marine leisure and tourism
offer across Bowness and Beech Hill,”
said Windermere Aquatic managing
director Grahame Armer.
“I have worked extensively with Mike
Ward and his team at Marina Projects
and this latest planning success is a
testament to their professional and
dedicated approach. They have kept the
entire project team on track and have
done a great job in navigating their way
through the challenging planning issues
at Waterhead,” he continued.
Mike Ward, managing director
at Marina Projects, commented:
“Grahame’s knowledge of the industry
and commitment to a high-quality
design that respected the location
was critical to unlocking this planning
approval. Equally important was
working with Grahame to develop a
clear vision and strategy for how his
sites can work together and securing
buy-in from the planning officers at the
Lake District National Park Authority.”
“There was an extensive professional
team to manage, as well as providing
our own design inputs and a
comprehensive Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment (LVIA). It was very
pleasing that the efforts of our design
team on the LVIA led to no substantive
comments; a real achievement in a
World Heritage Site and also reflective
of a design that fits the surroundings,”
he added.

ITALY: At 12 noon on 15th
October, the iconic yacht
‘Tuiga’ – the flagship of the
Monaco Yacht Club – became
the first vessel to moor up
at the new Molo d’Onore
berths at Cala del Forte in
Ventimiglia. An hour and
a half later, a 50m (164ft)
superyacht also docked, and
two further yachts arrived
before the day was out.
The arrival pre-empted the
marina’s official opening,
not due to take place until
June/July 2021 when upland
construction is complete.
Reservations are, however,
being taken at daily, monthly
and seasonal rates.
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FLOATING
DOCK

JERK-FREE AND HIGHLY DAMPED MOORING
For maximum comfort and safety in a storm.
Reduction of retention forces by up to 90% due to the high damping capacity.
QUALITY MADE IN

DualDocker GmbH 5231 Schalchen, Landstrasse 50, Austria, T: +43 676 942 77 60,
office@dualdocker.com, www.dualdocker.com

WORLD NEWS

Island Gardens joins
IGY network

USA: Island Gardens Deep Harbour in Miami, Florida has become part of the
Island Global Yachting (IGY Marinas) network. It will be rebranded as Yacht
Haven Grande Miami at Island Gardens.
accommodates vessels in excess of
500 feet (152m) at berths with ample
electricity supply and in-slip fuelling.
“We are very pleased to enter our
partnership with IGY Marinas. Island
Gardens Deep Harbour has been

Developed by Flagstone Property
Group and opened in 2016, the
marina welcomes the world’s largest
superyachts and is home to various
signature events including the
annual SuperYacht Miami Show. It

one of the most important superyacht
destinations in the United States. It will
now additionally be part of a global
network with IGY Marinas’ involvement,
an addition we welcome,” said Mehmet
Bayraktar, chairman of Flagstone
Property Group. “Once completed, the
Island Gardens mixed-use project will
be the centrepiece of Miami and on par
with leading urban resort areas such as
Monaco, St Tropez and Ibiza,” he added.
The marina, which sits on Watson
Island with breathtaking views of the
Miami skyline, is only a few minutes’
drive from the city centre and the
iconic South Beach. The property also
features The Deck at Island Gardens,
described by Forbes as “Miami’s hottest
new restaurant.”
To ensure a smooth and seamless
transition for guests, the IGY team
will work closely with Flagstone to
incorporate the marina into the IGY
network. “We are absolutely thrilled to
bring IGY’s brand, elevated operating
standards and five Platinum Anchor
standards to this world class destination
and look forward to delivering the best
experiences possible to our valued
customers,” noted Kenny Jones MBE,
IGY head of global operations.

Delivering efficiency.
efficiency.
Delivering
We know
know your
your business.
business.
We
Self-propelled
Self-propelled
gantry cranes
gantry cranes

Jib
Jib
cranes
cranes

Dry
Dry
marinas
marinas

www.motion.ghcranes.com
www.motion.ghcranes.com

motion
ghcranes.com
@ghcranes.com
motion@
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INDUSTRY NETWORKING

Positive signs of a
boating renaissance
To bridge the gap between the biennial ICOMIA World Marinas Conference,
as the 2020 event was postponed by a year due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the ICOMIA Marinas Group hosted the Virtual World Marinas Conference in
October. Four webinars each attracted over 250 participants. Charlotte Niemiec
summarises some of the discussions
The global impact of the coronavirus
pandemic this year has seen
businesses fail, industries slow and
tourism fall to levels not seen for 20
years. But the picture is significantly
brighter for the marina industry,
where most regions have reported a
substantial increase in boat sales as
interest in the activity climbed to an
all-time high.

Marinas based on the east and west
coasts were, in general, minimally
affected because customers tended
to stay in their berths. In the south,
the closure of international borders
meant larger yachts remained in port,
providing a much needed boost to
marinas that would usually have seen
them leave for the summer season.

Overall, occupancy is up across the
11,000 marinas in the USA, which is
now expecting record revenue for the
year.
Sara Anghel, NMMA Canada
president and ICOMIA president,
reported a mixed picture for Canada.
Marinas with a strong domestic client
base did “extremely well,” with boat
sales increasing significantly in June,
July and August. But those that relied
on US boaters crossing the border
into Canada suffered significantly, with
empty berths and boats remaining in
storage, especially on the east and
west coasts.
“But Canadian disposable income
has increased because no one’s
travelling,” she said. “We’re down overall
8% in boat sales for 2020 because
there was limited action in March,
April and May. However, in late May,
June and July there’s an increase of
24%. Overall, the year will pan out
positively … the uptick in sales in the
US and Canada has been phenomenal
and marinas have fared quite well,
considering.”
And, with the exception of Colombia,
South America’s marinas managed to
escape many of the negative impacts
because they rely mostly on domestic
boaters, according to Klaus Peters,
partner at Inter Marinas.
Europe saw a dramatically split
response to the pandemic, said
Oscar Siches, consultant for design
and operation of marina projects. In
more “pragmatic” countries, such as
Norway, Finland, Denmark, Belgium,
the Netherlands and Portugal, marinas
stayed open and navigation was
possible. Greece and Croatia were

In the US, said Westrec Marinas
vice president Gary Groenewold, the
industry acted quickly to ensure the
government designated marinas as
‘essential, critical infrastructure’, which
allowed individual states to determine
their own restrictions. But “this led to
a set of disparate rules,” he said, with
Florida imposing tough restrictions while
neighbouring Georgia had virtually
none, with all marinas up and running at
full capacity throughout the season. The
states with the largest boat ownership
– Florida, California and Texas – were
sadly also the hardest hit by COVID-19.
The global impact of the coronavirus
pandemic has had a mixed effect on the
marina industry but boat sales reached
an all-time high this year.
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INDUSTRY NETWORKING
New sustainable solutions, such as ‘living
breakwaters’ and 3D designs, offer
environmental advantages.
Images: ECONcrete

two of the “winners” which, having
successfully managed the outbreak,
saw a significant proportion of the
charter and transient fleet in the
Mediterranean choose to spend the
season in their waters. By making
people feel safe with additional
measures, “they had a fantastic
season,” Siches said.
But other countries, such as France,
Spain and Italy, fared less well. Italy
designated marinas as restricted areas,
and Spain and France soon followed
this approach. Harbours and airports
were closed to traffic, sailing was
prohibited and tourism – especially
nautical tourism – dropped dramatically.
Philip Easthill, secretary general of the
European Boating Industry (EBI), said
France was expecting a revenue drop of
between 15-30%, while nautical tourism
in Italy operated at about 13% less
compared to last year. In Germany,
however, some players anticipate that
this year’s revenue will exceed last
year’s for boat sales and charter and, in
Italy, “80% of companies view next year
as a year of revenue growth,” he said.

developed across the boating markets
of Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan and
South Korea – and charters quickly
bounced back as local boating grew.
“Most marinas were able to operate as
normal, but some regions are being
affected again and again as new
COVID waves hit.”
Finally, Darren Vaux, president of
the Boating Industry Association in
Australia and New Zealand, reported a
more disappointing picture for Australia,
which saw a A$48 million reduction in
profit in July, with club marinas most
affected. Of the 303 marinas in the
country, 89% reported negative impacts
and 70% predicted lower revenue for
2021. In New Zealand, by contrast, 76%
of the BIA’s members said confidence
in the industry had improved, with 59%
reporting an increase in the use of
marina facilities.
Charter companies faced their own
challenges, such as trip planning
when “every country changed their

regulations on a regular basis – every
15 days,” according to Rosemary
Pavlatou, director of A1 and BWA
Yachting. There were prohibitions in
the US and Middle East, the backbone
of the superyacht industry. Figuring
out the constantly changing rules
and working out how to get owners
to their yachts were some of the
early challenges. But, for those who
could afford to fly on private jets,
superyachts offered a “very secure
environment.” Additionally, in cases
where superyachts couldn’t sail, they
stayed largely where they were in
marinas or shipyards in the US or the
Mediterranean. “A lot of marinas were
very full and shipyards were busy doing
maintenance on yachts during this
period,” she added.

Tomorrow’s technology,
today
A number of boating businesses are
now expecting improved conditions
over the next year and a higher
turnover, Vaux said. But one of the most
important lessons of the pandemic is
that consumer behaviour, which was
expected to change over the next ten
years, is now changing today.
“The marina industry urgently needs
to embrace technology. All boaters have
this in common: they are connected
24/7, usually through mobile phones,”
said Pontus Fernstrom, EMEA marine
segment director at Garmin Europe.
“We need to remember that we’re

Marinas in the Middle East saw an
extremely busy season, said Bruno
Meier, director of Aldar Marinas, seeing
an increase in boat use during the
traditionally low summer season. Use of
boats was generally not forbidden and
marinas had plenty of traffic, mostly
from local boat owners.
COVID hit Asia early and had
a prolonged effect, according to
Lawrence Chow, chair of the Hong
Kong Boating Industry Association. But,
after an initial dip, strong boat sales
Europe leads the way with initiatives to
recycle end-of-life boats but more action
is needed at a global level to tackle the
problem.
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INDUSTRY NETWORKING
With appropriate protective measures in
place, boating is a safe outdoor leisure
activity.
its own problems, it will be seen as
a contaminant and governments are
likely to take action by levying taxes.
“We must come up with sustainable
initiatives to recycle end-of-life boats,
for example,” said Sara Anghel.
Hundreds are damaged each year by
hurricanes – but recycling initiatives
are few and far between. “Europe is
ahead of the curve on this and has
programmes in place to levy taxes and
recycling,” she said.

developing for this generation – the
young don’t know any other way than
through technology and there will be a
risk for the future if we don’t try to adapt
to new technology,” he said.
Smart technology is available in our
hands, in our homes, in our cars – but
boaters “step backwards when they
board their boat.” In a time of increased
social distancing and tracing systems,
more and more boaters will expect
to be able to book berths from their
phones, organise travel arrangements,
have health screenings, make
payments and arrange services via
their phones. And, while software needs
to be developed for this – primarily
through crowd sourcing – the good
news is that the hardware is already in
place.
“Most of the hardware is available
today – high resolution screens,
connectivity, control and automation
systems,” said Fernstrom. “It’s a case
of tying these loose ends together.
The cost is too high for such a small
industry unless we all pull together.”

platforms, marketplaces and networks.
There are many “jobs” in the marina
that are perfect for an algorithm, such
as efficiently selecting the right berth
for a boat. Transactions, too, are good
candidates. These repetitive tasks
can be automated, leaving marina
staff free to put their efforts into
customer service. “Drystack is perfect
for automation,” said Archibald, “from
placing the boats to scheduling. That’ll
be the first fully automated service to
hit a lot of markets,” he predicts.

Sustainability matters

Sustainability, too, will take centre
stage. With the European Union’s
push for a green recovery from the
COVID pandemic, the race is on to
find more sustainable solutions across
every industry. More than a buzzword,
sustainability matters for marinas – if
the industry doesn’t begin to solve

The marina industry is a “Goldilocks”
industry, said Iaian Archibald, CEO
of Swell Advantage. It’s not large
enough to be innovation-friendly and
it’s hard to convince smaller operations
to invest in new technology. But
modern technology is nevertheless
on the way – self-driving vehicles,
robots, chat bots, algorithms, machine
learning, artificial intelligence, sensors,
Smart technology is available in our
hands, in our homes and in our cars, and
is increasingly being adopted at marinas.
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“It will take the combined vision
and collaboration of the global marina
industry to address this issue which, if
not solved, has the possibility of hurting
its growth. Governments will expect it
and, if the industry doesn’t respond, the
government will step in and it will cost
more,” she said.
Dr Shimrit Perkol-Finkel, co-founder
of ECOncrete, pointed to the company’s
solution to replace concrete seawalls
– which place a lot of stress on marine
life – with “nature inspired” solutions
that guard the infrastructures we build.
ECOncrete has been redesigning
concrete to make “living breakwaters”
that “allow larvae to attach and 3D
designs like holes for creatures to live
in.” He argued that this improves water
quality, reduces invasive species, looks
better, and helps make the concrete
stronger over time, preventing erosion
and reducing maintenance.
Renata Marevich CMM, of Marina
Punat in Croatia, pointed to the
importance of the charter industry
for today’s marinas. The younger
generation prefers to rent a boat, which
generates a large part of direct and
indirect income for the marina. “Many
of them are future guests of the marina
– they can’t afford a boat yet, but
later they will and they will stay in the
marina,” she said. Charter companies
also often offer training during the
low season, which helps continue to
bring business to the marina in quieter
months.
To listen to the webinar discussions in
full, go to: http://www.icomia.org/wmcindustryreconnect
The ICOMIA Marinas Group looks
forward to welcoming you to the
ICOMIA World Marinas Conference
2021, which will take place in Dubai,
UAE in October next year.
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GOLDEN BOAT LIFTS
Golden’s boat lifts are ideal for any boat owners or marinas.
Having a lift allows owners to store and protect their vessel.
Lifts are Equipped with Golden’s exclusive Patented Sea-Drive
(#7,850,147), for a better and Faster experience. Engineered with
structural integrity, Golden’s boat lifts have a capacity ranging
from a Kayak Launch to 240,000+ lbs. Each lift is built specifically
to its owner’s needs and is custom fitted to each vessel. All lifts
have a multitude of options and accessories available, including
walkway systems, custom bunking, steps, shallow cradles, and
more.
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INDUSTRY NETWORKING
In mid-July, Gold Coast City Marina,
Australia, hosted a strictly controlled ‘day
out’ for boaters. The mini boat show event
was deemed successful by attendees as a
safer alternative to mass gatherings.
It was planned for 1,900 people to
attend, a decision made together with
the local government and sanitary
authorities. GCCM created an excellent
management standard to protect
people from potential infection. Among
the measures were pre-registration,
time slots for visiting the show to
avoid concentrations higher than was
safe at any one time, training show
personnel to react to people grouping
within unsafe distances, and a specially
designated area with medical attention
for suspected virus carriers.

‘Valet events’ for
future networking?
by Oscar Siches

Even when we are trying to stay focused in straightforward business, we are
still part of a society that is looking at us and forming – or maintaining – an
opinion about nautical activities and the people involved with them. Those
who look at the nautical industry and its activities from outside can influence
politicians to either be in our favour or to be against us.
We should not forget that we have
The last six months have seen a
a social responsibility and need to
slowdown in nautical activities, with big
integrate with our communities. Our
differences in different countries. When
responsibility as a strong guild means
a common denominator prevailed, it
we have to maintain our good image. A
was the belief that nautical activities are
boat show can be seen as a frivolous
harmless, as small groups of people
event for the few, while millions of
taking to the sea naturally keep their
people are afraid and sometimes
distance from everybody else. Keeping
confined until a solution to containing
distance and wearing face masks are
the COVID-19 infection has been found.
the strongest and most widely adopted
It does not matter if the event is feasible
measures to avoid being infected by the
or not, the industry must think about
virus.
how running such an event will be seen
In order to help control the spread of
by the rest of society. It can, however,
the pandemic, most boat shows have
be done carefully – and
been postponed or cancelled since
with success.
mid-February; some due to government
policies and others at the discretion
of the organisers. Most gave enough
warning to exhibitors and visitors so as
not to cause avoidable losses, the worst
case being the unjustifiable eleventh
hour decision by Southampton Council
in September in the UK to cancel
DML-British Marine’s Boats 2020 and
MDL’s Ocean Village Show occasioning
serious losses and damaging the boat
shows’ credibility (you only need one
bad example to bring down all of them).

Mini events like this could be the
solution until the situation allows
crowds to gather again. Companies
can organise their events without the
limitations of large shows, and can
better cater to their own customers as
they know them best. We all hope it is
just a matter of time until we can control
the situation but ignoring the perceived
seriousness by carrying out high
assistance ‘business as usual’ does not
help anybody.
We are living with an excellent
opportunity to try new ways of reaching
clients, and these new ways could
be ways for the future. We could call
them “valet events”. In areas popular
with boat shows, four or six events like
this could be run at the same time for
four or five days in different locations
or marinas, with people visiting one at
a time and making their own circuit. I
am sure we will learn a thing or two by
implementing this approach, and it will
help us maintain a good image with the
whole world, including the omnipresent
politicians. We need that.
Oscar Siches is a marina consultant
based in Mallorca, Spain.
E: oscar@siches.com

In Australia, a one-day
event was run in midJuly at the Gold Coast
City Marina (GCCM).
Large scale events, such
as the Fort Lauderdale
International Boat Show
(FLIBS) have been few and
far between in 2020. FLIBS
was, however, held for the 61st
time this year.
Image: 2019
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Attendees at the conference
in January 2020 were the first
to learn that IMBC was to be
renamed AMI Conference & Expo
from 2021 onwards.
team, from entry-level to
top-level management.
New this year is a regional
manager’s session focusing
on challenges specific to this
position. Each day of intense
learning closes with receptions
and social events, providing
the opportunity for continued
industry networking.

Registration opens
for 2021 AMI
Conference & Expo
The Association of Marina Industries (AMI) is planning a face-to-face event
along with a virtual component for its 2021 AMI Conference & Expo (formerly
IMBC). The event, entering its nineteenth year, will be held 2nd-4th February at
the Ocean Center in Daytona Beach, Florida.
Full face-to-face conference fees
begin at US$399 and include virtual
access. These registrations include
unlimited access to all educational
seminars, regional round tables,
workshops, food and beverages, entry
to the exhibit hall, and admission to
all networking and social events, the
AMI member meeting and first-time
attendee reception. Also included
is the opening night Exhibit Hall
Party. Virtual full conference passes
start at US$175, for AMI members,
and include unlimited access to all
educational sessions, pre-conference
workshops, the exhibition hall and
virtual-specific events.
This year’s conference offers five
tracks: Building Your Dream Team;
Understanding Key Performance
Indicators: Financial Performance,
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Customer Focus and Employee
Satisfaction; Transforming Your
Organisation – Evolving the
Mindset for Positive Impact; Marina
and Boatyard Management and
Operations; and Marina Design
and Engineering. Topics range
from hiring top performers to
understanding and improving key
employee-centred indicators, creating
a successful customer-focused
culture, OSHA compliance, employee
safety programmes, emergency
preparedness, and more.
For an additional fee, there are
also several pre-conference training
opportunities, including a Marina 101
session on entry-level training.
Pre-registration is required for all.
The seminar and workshop offerings
target all levels of an organisation’s

“This is an exciting time
for the conference. It will
be our first year in our new
location, with our new name,
the AMI Conference & Expo.
Although the name has
changed, the conference
has not. It continues to be
the place where marina
and boatyard professionals
come for personal and professional
growth and networking to build life-long
relationships; it is the annual event for
our industry,” says AMI chair, Chris Petty.
“This has been an unprecedented
year for events, and we have all had to
pivot,” he adds. “With the inclusion of
a virtual component to the conference
this time, we can now reach a broader
audience that may have been unable to
attend in the past due to time or budget
constraints and continue to deliver
training to our core attendees who
may not be able to travel this year. This
virtual addition gives us an opportunity
to rethink everything from what kind of
content we deliver to how we deliver it.
We see this as valuable addition to the
conference and are looking forward to
seeing it come together.”
One-day and exhibit hall-only passes
are also available for both face-to-face
and virtual attendees. AMI members
receive a discount on all passes.
Marina Tour passes are available for an
additional US$75 for AMI members and
US$100 for non-members who have
purchased a full conference pass.
Pre-registration rates are available
until Friday 29th January 2021. Onsite
registration rates are an additional
US$20 and open at 2pm on Tuesday 2nd
February 2021.
For more information or to register,
visit marinaassociation.org/
conferenceandexpo
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City of Cannes tender

City of Cannes (France)

Notice of a public competitive tender
Public works and service concessions
Legal Basis:
Directive 2014/23/EU

Section I: Contracting authority/entity
I.1)

Name and addresses
Official name: Ville de Cannes
National registration number: 21060029200010
Postal address: Hôtel de Ville de Cannes —
place Bernard Cornut Gentille — CS 30140
Town: Cannes
NUTS code: FRL03 Alpes-Maritimes
Postal code: 06406
Country: France
Contact person: Monsieur le maire ou l’adjointe
déléguée
E-mail: adriano.tassone@ville-cannes.fr
Telephone: +33 497064555
Internet address(es):
Main address: http://www.cannes.com
Address of the buyer profile: http://www.e-marches06.fr

I.3)

Communication
The procurement documents are available for unrestricted
and full direct access, free of charge, at: http://www.emarches06.fr
Additional information can be obtained from another
address:
Official name: Mairie de Cannes — direction mer et littoral
— service juridique maritime
Postal address: port Canto-Quai Croisette, boulevard de la
Croisette
Town: Cannes
NUTS code: FRL03 Alpes-Maritimes
Postal code: 06400
Country: France
E-mail: adriano.tassone@ville-cannes.fr
Telephone: +33 497064555
Internet address(es):
Main address: http://www.cannes.com
Address of the buyer profile: http://www.e-marches06.fr
Applications or, where applicable, tenders must be

City of Cannes tender

I.4)
I.5)

submitted to the following address:
Official name: Mairie de Cannes — direction mer et littoral
— service juridique maritime
Postal address: port Canto-Quai Croisette, boulevard de la
Croisette
Town: Cannes
Postal code: 06400
Country: France
Telephone: +33 497064555
E-mail: adriano.tassone@ville-cannes.fr
NUTS code: FRL03 Alpes-Maritimes
Internet address(es):
Main address: http://www.cannes.com
Address of the buyer profile: http://www.e-marches06.fr
Type of the contracting authority
Regional or local authority
Main activity
General public services

Section II: Object
II.1)
Scope of the procurement
II.1.1) Title:
Public works and services concession for the modernisation and operation of the Vieux-Port de Cannes
Reference number: 02/2020
II.1.2) Main CPV code
63721000 Port and waterway operation services and
associated services
II.1.3) Type of contract
Services
II.1.4) Short description:
The City of Cannes is launching this notice of concession
for works and public services, which aims to modernise
and operate the Vieux-Port of Cannes, including financing
and carrying out works to extend, renovate, modernise
and upgrade the maritime and inland structures of the
port, and to finance, design, construct and operate a car
park in the current location of the Laubeuf car park.
II.1.5) Estimated total value
Value excluding VAT: 525 000 000.00 EUR
II.1.6) Information about lots
II.2)
Description
II.2.1) Title:
II.2.2) Additional CPV code(s)
63721200 Port operation services
71000000 Architectural, construction, engineering and
inspection services
71322000 Engineering design services for the
construction of civil engineering works
45223300 Parking lot construction work
II.2.3) Place of performance
NUTS code: FRL03 Alpes-Maritimes
Main site or place of performance:
The Vieux-Port de Cannes and the ‘Laubeuf’ car park on
which the dealer will build a car park.
II.2.4) Description of the procurement:
Located in the historic heart of Cannes, at the foot of the
Hill of the Suquet, the Vieux-Port de Cannes is the oldest
port of the municipality.
Commercial and professional fishing port, the Vieux-Port,
with 724 berths, also hosts a large recreational area (traditional pleasure, yachting and super yachting), the largest

`

fishing prud’homie des Alpes-Maritimes, several access
pontoons dedicated to coastal commercial transport
to the islands of Lérins, cruises, a maritime station, a
carenage area and a refuelling station.
For the municipality of Cannes, the Vieux-Port de Cannes
is a major asset for Cannes’s identity, its maritime and
nautical purpose, its economic importance and its tourism
reality.
The expiry of the concession contract in place and the
need to initiate a new operating cycle provide a great
opportunity for the municipality to put in place a project
for the qualitative and coherent development of the site,
in terms of both water and land, including, at least, the
following projects:
— sea works:
— water planning of a tourist area dedicated to vessels
offering leisure activities, in order to create a dynamic port
tourist hub immediately identifiable by local people and
visitors;
— the development on the water side of an area
dedicated to old reservoirs, traditional sailing boats, and
‘traditional’ vessels in order to improve the aesthetic and
landscape integration of the Vieux-Port and make it a
place for leisure walks;
— the development of a dedicated area on the water
side, in accordance with the draft mandate, designed
to highlight these traditional vessels with a strong
historical heritage and to promote the development of an
economic sector around their restoration, in connection
with the Vieux-Port cartenage area;
— the extension of the Albert Edouard Pier South in the
form of a wave breaking and chop-breaking pontoon to
increase the accommodation capacity while remaining
within its current perimeter;
— the introduction of an anti-maritime intrusion device to
prevent malicious intrusions by sea, in particular at major
international events and in the event of a threat to the
municipal territory;
— creation of natural swimming pools along the spur
and the dike known as the “Radisson” accessible to People
with Reduced Mobility, intended to enhance the site’s
natural surroundings while providing the public with an
additional environmentally friendly leisure area;
— Terrestrial structures:
— the development of the area of the ‘fishers’ area’, in
perfect architectural harmony with the project to rehabilitate and embellish the stretches of freedom carried by
the municipality. The aim is to restore and embellish the
‘Poussia’ area, reserved for fishing prud’homie for the
storage of its equipment, and to create beds for the sale of
fish at auction;
— the construction of a large car park with a semiterraced work in place of the current ‘Laubeuf’ car park,
with a minimum of 500 places, covered by a large public
garden, perfectly integrated from an aesthetic and
landscape point of view, the height of which cannot be
greater than that of the panoramic walkway on the sea
pavement wall of the dam, in order to preserve sight of
the Estérel and the sea;
— the construction of a service centre on the ‘Laubeuf’
area, the total height of which will not exceed the level of
the current buildings, intended to accommodate all port
management services. It has a surface area of approximately 3 450 m.2
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II.2.5) Award criteria
Concession is awarded on the basis of the criteria stated in
the procurement documents
II.2.6) Estimated value
II.2.7) Duration of the concession
Start: 01/01/2022
End: 31/12/2051
II.2.13) Information about European Union funds
The procurement is related to a project and/or
programme financed by European Union funds: no
II.2.14) Additional information

Section III: Legal, economic, financial and technical
information
III.1) Conditions for participation
III.1.1) Suitability to pursue the professional activity, including
requirements relating to enrolment on professional or
trade registers
List and brief description of conditions, indication of information and documentation required:
Applications deemed inadmissible will be eliminated from
this procedure.
An application submitted by a candidate who is unable to
take part in the procedure pursuant to Articles L. 3123-1
to L. 3123-11, L. 3123-16 and L. 3123-17 of the Public
Procurement Code or who does not possess the capacities
or abilities required under Article L. 3123-18 of that code
is inadmissible.
Similarly, candidates who submit an incomplete application or contain false information or documents will not
be admitted to participate as a result of the procurement
procedure.
III.1.2) Economic and financial standing
Selection criteria as stated in the procurement documents
III.1.3) Technical and professional ability
Selection criteria as stated in the procurement documents
III.1.5) Information about reserved concessions
III.2) Conditions related to the concession
III.2.1) Information about a particular profession
III.2.2) Concession performance conditions:
If the administrative authorisations required for the
construction of the above mentioned car park are
obtained, the duration of the contract will be 30 years.
In the event that such administrative authorisations, for
reasons not incumbent on the concession holder, are not
obtained and, as a result, the scope of the concession
does not include the design, construction and operation
of a car park in the current location of the car park on
the Laubeuf surface, the duration of the contract will be
shortened to 25 years. If, in the presence of the required
administrative authorisations, the concession holder fails
to carry out the design, construction and operation of the
Laubeuf car park, the contract is automatically terminated
by the Municipality, without the concessionaire being
entitled to claim any compensation for investments made
elsewhere under the contract or for loss of profit resulting
from that termination.
III.2.3) Information about staff responsible for the performance
of the concession
Obligation to indicate the names and professional qualifications of the staff assigned to performing the concession

Section IV: Procedure
IV.2)

Administrative information

IV.2.2) Time limit for submission of applications or receipt of
tenders
Date: 29/01/2021
Local time: 17:00
IV.2.4) Languages in which tenders or requests to participate
may be submitted:
French

Section VI: Complementary information
VI.1)
VI.2)
VI.3)

VI.4)
VI.4.1)

VI.4.2)

VI.4.3)
VI.4.4)

VI.5)

Information about recurrence
This is a recurrent procurement: no
Information about electronic workflows
Additional information:
The Business Consultation File (CED) is made available,
free of charge and without restriction, to applicants
on the municipal purchasing profile at the following
address: https://www.e-marches06.fr or https://www.
marchessecurises.fr — Identifier: Cannes City Council.
When downloading the CED, applicants must indicate the
name of the applicant company, an e-mail address and
the name of a correspondent enabling the City Council,
where appropriate, to make sure that an electronic
correspondence can be made with the economic operator
concerned so that it can benefit from all the additional
information disseminated during the consultation
process, in particular any additives (clarifications, replies,
corrections, etc.).
Visits to the Vieux-Port will be organised by the municipality until 15.01.2021 (17: 00) by appointment (see conditions in Article 10 of the Consultation Regulation).
Procedures for review
Review body
Official name: Tribunal administratif de Nice
Postal address: 18 avenue des Fleurs — CS 61039
Town: Nice Cedex 1
Postal code: 06050
Country: France
E-mail: greffe.ta-nice@juradm.fr
Telephone: +33 489978600
Internet address: http://www.nice.tribunal-administratif.fr
Body responsible for mediation procedures
Official name: Tribunal administratif de Nice
Postal address: 18 avenue des Fleurs — CS 61039
Town: Nice Cedex 1
Postal code: 06050
Country: France
E-mail: greffe.ta-nice@juradm.fr
Telephone: +33 489978600
Internet address: http://www.nice.tribunal-administratif.fr
Review procedure
Service from which information about the review
procedure may be obtained
Official name: Tribunal administratif de Nice
Postal address: 18 avenue des Fleurs — CS 61039
Town: Nice Cedex 1
Postal code: 06050
Country: France
E-mail: greffe.ta-nice@juradm.fr
Telephone: +33 489978600
Internet address: http://www.nice.tribunal-administratif.fr
Date of dispatch of this notice:
02/10/2020

PLANNING & DESIGN
Luštica Bay Marina and village are
surrounded by some of the best scenery
in Montenegro.
in the country, and two marinas –
the largest incorporating maxiyacht
berths – are integrated, along with all
necessary public services including
a school and a medical centre. All
residents enjoy the benefits of the
Montenegrin tax system.

A scenic paradise in
Montenegro
Luštica Bay, one of the most scenic locations in Montenegro, is being
transformed by Orascom Development into a mega paradise with two new
marinas. Donatella Zucca reports
of the Luštica peninsula, in the bays of
Location was a primary spur for
Trašte and Kotor, the Luštica Bay site
Orascom Development in its decision
winds its way through a hill of scrubland
to make its biggest investment to date
that slopes down to the sea. Distant
in a new nautical destination in the
views encompass the mountains of
Adriatic part of the Mediterranean.
the Durmior National Park, a UNESCO
Situated between the beautiful coasts
World Heritage Site.
Below & right: Village homes are built
The goal of the project, to create
using local materials.
a luxury town that reflects and
enhances the surrounding natural
beauty and local culture, follows the
lead of architect François Spoerry in
France with the perfectly integrated
Port Grimaud in the Gulf of Saint
Tropez.

Building began in 2013 and the first
properties were completed in 2015 for
Luštica Bay to enjoy its first summer
season. In 2018, the first marina and
the marina village opened, along with
five-star hotel Chedi Luštica Bay, which
swiftly launched the project as a top
level destination. In its first full year of
activity (2019), Hotel Chedi enjoyed
72% occupancy in July, 90% in August
and 71% in September.
Although COVID-related issues,
predominantly travel restrictions,
caused the hotel to close for several
months this year, work on the overall
site did not stop, with construction
continuing on apartment buildings in
the marina village. The main marina,
the lighthouse and the majority of the
golf course were also completed.
“The main marina currently has an
85 berth capacity. Of the two planned,
this will have 176 berths and the other
– in a secondary mooring area – will
have 56,” confirms Orascom Marine
Management director Philip Jones. “The
steps next year will be a fuelling station,
dry docking and port entry.”
“From opening in 2018 to 2019, the

Orascom joined forces with the
Government of Montenegro in 2008
in a joint venture to develop, build
and manage Luštica Development
AD. Orascom has a 90% stake.

Planning the site
Although covering an area of 690ha
(1,710 acres) only 6% of all land
space will be developed to create
a new town with thousands of
residents. Over 1,000 apartments
and over 500 villas and townhouses
will be built to provide the residential
offering. Seven hotels, the first
18-hole championship golf course
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number of berths expanded from 50 to
85, with average occupancy at around
70%. The completion date will not slip
significantly due to COVID-19 and
occupancy has not been significantly
affected by the pandemic,” he states.
Interest for property remains
good although the number of actual
sales has naturally been reduced
due to travel restrictions and global
uncertainty. “To avoid possible
contagion between guests, we
have followed and we are following,
suggestions and measures issued from
the government,” he added.
Travel is a clearly important factor
when it comes to property sales, with
the majority of buyers coming from
Russia, the UK, Germany and the
Balkans. Over 40 different nationalities
have, however, bought into Luštica
Bay to date. Less important, so far,
are nautical visitors. “Our marina can
take boats up to 45m [148ft] but the
most frequent boats are day boats and
sailing boats, perfect for daily use for
family and friends spending the day
on the sea. This is ideal for us but, at
the same time, we also have a few
larger yachts in residence. Most of the
boats in the marina are on long term
moorings as their owners live in the
resort. During the summer season we
also have many charter boats that stay
in the marina for short periods of time.”
The marina offers short-term daily or
monthly mooring options and long-term
contracts for one, three or five years.

Services and facilities
With several shipyards and other
technical support facilities in the vicinity,
Luštica Bay can cater to the nuts
and bolts of all vessel maintenance
and Jones believes that boat moving
A wine bar and impressive chandlery store
are to be found amidst many shops and
restaurants.

equipment will be installed at the
second marina next season. Waste
collection, grey and black water
disposal are in place.
Dock hands are ready to greet all
new arrivals with mooring lines or RIB
assistance depending on requirements.
A helipad is located on site and three
international airports are close to
hand: Luštica Bay, 15 minutes away;
Podgorica, 90 minutes away; and
Dubrovnik, Croatia, 90 minutes away.
Marina shuttles offer connections to all
three. Visitors and residents can visit
the yacht club, and facilities have been
designed specifically for crew use.
Residents have access to swimming
pools and a private beach and other
beautiful beaches are to be found at
the Chedi Beach Club and the Almara
Beach Club, connected by shuttles
and a water taxi service. Sports
opportunities abound in the mountains,
the countryside and on the sea, and
beauty and health requirements are
met at high-level references such as
the BR Beauty Embassy and Linea
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An outdoor bar at the lighthouse can be
reached via a quayside walk.
Beauty Sophie. The MC2 gallery of
contemporary art is a venue for debates
and events. A long walk along with
quay past shops, bars and restaurants,
culminates at a special bar at the
lighthouse with spectacular views.

Building the marina
The marina is protected by a durable
breakwater made of solid rock and
6.5m (21ft) high antifers. The antifer
cubes have a rock and rubble core. All
floating elements have been designed
and built by Italian company Ingemar
in a modular layout that can be swiftly
reconfigured according to season
and special requirements. Pontoons
are manufactured in concrete and
galvanised steel with environmentally
friendly decking.
According to Ingemar, the first
in-water installation in July 2018
offered moorings for boats of 22-38m
(72-125ft). A floating dock with an 8
x 3m (26 x 10ft) walkway and eight
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PLANNING & DESIGN
Special events, like this at the Chedi
Hotel, increase visitor levels in the
marina village.
King Size pontoons of 12 x 3m (39 x
10ft) followed. This included mooring
for vessels of 17-20m (56-66ft) on
the right/NW side and boats above
13m (43ft) on the left/SE. Similar
systems were installed in May 2019.
In December 2019, Ingemar turned its
attention to installing a floating dock at
the quayside. Comprising four King Size
modules of 12 x 3m (39 x 10ft) and an
access walkway, it starts from a balcony
fixed to the quay and rests directly on
the dock. All the berths have single and
three-phase electricity and full WiFi
connection.

Green ingredients
In keeping with all modern
developments, the design of Luštica
Bay has placed special emphasis on
the environment. Ecologically sound
construction methods and the use of
new technology reduce energy and
water consumption. Public transport,
cycle and pedestrian paths are plentiful
and the site has the first Tesla charging
points in Montenegro.

All work at sea was minimally
invasive and the stone used to build
the breakwaters was excavated during
construction of the golf course. All
residential areas are surrounded by
open, natural space and served by
natural pathways. Local materials like
stone, clay and wood are being used
to build the doors and windows for

all buildings, and terracotta roof tiles,
characteristic of the region, are used
throughout.
The golf course has been designed
to make the most of the sea views, at
every hole from south to north. The
course will ultimately be surrounded
by a residential village with swimming
pools and tennis courts.

NEW Dura Deck
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The challenge of refurbishment
in French marinas
by Jean-Michel
Gaigné CMM

the past and marinas have to rise to a
new challenge.

Easy-going businesses are
becoming financial burdens.
When a householder builds a private
residence according to his/her
expectations, over time, it is often
feasible to add a small extension,
remove a partition, or change the
interior layout to cope with a new way
of life, e.g. when the children grow
older or circumstances change. There
is no need to demolish the building and
affect the foundations! But what seems
to be fairly simple on a domestic front,
sadly doesn’t translate in the design of
marinas and other public infrastructure,
where making significant change to the
original premise can become an almost
unsurpassable undertaking.

The French paradise of
public marinas
When the first marina developments
took place in France a few decades
ago, between the early seventies
and the nineties, their layout was
designed to suit current needs: fairly
narrow boats with an average length
of 6 to 12m (19 to 39ft) and a mix of
power and sail. Everyone was happy
with the design, first and foremost the
municipalities and the public entities
involved in the financing. Mayors and
local governments were proud of
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Major refurbishment and extension work
underway at busy and successful Port
Haliguen Quiberon in the south of Brittany.
their brand-new marina as a symbol
of the City’s dynamism and key to
the development of tourism. Indeed,
France is a country where about 75%
of marinas have been funded by public
resources and are still managed by
public entities. Thereafter, the facts
seemed to prove them right. All existing
marinas were fully booked with long
waiting lists, offered affordable fees,
and business was easy going incurring
a certain nonchalance on the part of
those involved. Of course, easy income
meant that financial provision for
maintenance projects was made, but
now 30 to 40 years later, we are facing
an entirely different situation.

Don’t worry, be happy!
When it comes to replacing pontoons
and fingers with identical infrastructure,
buying new power pedestals and
updating electrical wiring after 20
years, the task is straightforward. It’s
much the same if you are just looking
to change the lighting columns or
refurbish the marina office. Such tasks
are anticipated and tallied in the marina
accounts. But the issue lies elsewhere,
as we must not repeat what belongs to

The berth-holders have changed, the
average size of boats has significantly
increased, newer boat models
have wider beams, and customer
requirements have evolved, too. A
marina designed in the seventies offers
plenty of berths for 6m (19ft) boats
but today’s demand is for 10m (33ft)
vessels and bigger. Berths dedicated
to multihulls were non-existent, while
nowadays there is a boom in the
catamaran market. RIBs and trailerable
motorboats are also now very popular.
They require not only a boat ramp, but
an adjacent large parking space for
cars and trailers during the day. And
what about electric boats? Although not
yet common, they may require specific
equipment and a high amperage
electric distribution in a few years’ time.
Very few elected politicians have, in
fact, ever imagined that things could be
any different in the future. A municipal
marina, built 30 years ago, was seen
as a ‘forever’ infrastructure. Unless
the mayor is a boat fanatic, politicians
were not aware of market changes
due to an unchanging mantra over
the years that identified all French
marinas as oversubscribed. Their
marina managers, even if not lulled
into the illusion of a tranquil business,
were not always listened to, and rarely
encouraged to reverse the trend and
rush things!

Up the creek without a paddle
As a consequence, there are public
marina operators in an awkward
position, and sometimes completely
stuck. Not all, fortunately. Some public
marina management companies run
very successful marinas in the most
coveted sites, where the demand is still
strong and income comfortable. Others
operate in locations where there is
still some flexibility, both on the water
surface and on land. A few county
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Right: Beautiful Perros-Guirec Marina
needs rejuvenation in order to attract more
berth holders. Below: Installing new piling
forms part of the ongoing maintenance
budget provided other new infrastructure is
fitted on a like-for-like basis.
councils have put boating at the top of
their priorities, as a central attractive
feature, and consequently mobilise
resources. But there are also many
yacht harbours that can barely begin to
prepare for the future without expensive
refurbishment work.
When floating pontoons are anchored
by piles, this dictates a given fairway
width. It is not possible to accommodate
longer boats without obstructing the
fairway. Consequently, there is no other
alternative than to remove the existing
structures, invest in new piling and
re-design the marina layout. Of course,
with today’s wider vessels, berths have
to be resized too, which means a loss
of berthing capacity. Sometimes, office
buildings and shops have to be moved
away in order to revamp the quayside
surface, or to incorporate necessary
features or facilities. I could also include
the dredging costs that have to be
met solely using marina budgets while
ever more stringent environmental
regulations lead to more expensive
solutions. When all’s told, we might just
get to keep the main breakwater and
the quays!

Money gets tight
If this is so, how can we finance a
complete rejuvenation of marinas when
it becomes necessary to wipe out a
huge part of the existing infrastructure?
This is a main issue and a sword of

Damocles hanging over municipalities
and public operators, particularly when
public money and subsidies, including
those from the EU, are more and more
scarce.
The concession rules do not offer any
escape. First of all, when the remaining
concession granted to the municipality
lasts for as little as ten years, it
might give too little time to undertake
such heavy duty work, amortise the
investment and repay the debts. And
if the concession is about to end,
usual contracts just mention that the
harbour facilities have to be returned to
the authority granting the concession
(generally, the state or regional
councils) in a good state of repair. Even
in good condition, where is the interest
in recovering ownership of something
which is clearly old-fashioned and
no longer tailored to the needs of the
market?

A comparison can be found in the
mountains, where thousands of socalled ‘studio cabins’ were built at ski
resorts in the early seventies. These
buildings of very small flats offering
accommodation for the whole family
with only bunk beds, a mezzanine and
a kitchenette are no longer in line with
customer expectations. They are hard
to rent, hard to sell and likely to be
heavily refurbished, even demolished
within a few years. But this is private
investment, and the problem is different.

The French model is
reaching its limits
So, what is going to happen with
the outdated designed marinas? No
one has the answer, yet. The topic is
however highly sensitive, considering
that, in France, marina berthing fees
have to be endorsed every year by
berth holder representatives in the local
port councils irrespective of the legal
status of the marina management. Thus,
in public marinas, any willingness to
substantially increase the berthing tariff
is often challenged by the customers,
leaving mayors and local governments
to facilitate a politically uncomfortable
dynamic. Moreover, the demand for
marina berths has decreased over
the past few years, and the business
becomes harder in some coastal areas
where all seemed very easy for so long.
Without public subsidies being
injected into publicly-operated marinas,
the risk of them falling into disuse may
well become a reality. As concession
end-dates loom, private investors lie
in wait for opportunities, and this could
be a serious warning, forecasting the
decline of the French model of public
marinas.
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Blue Marina in Ashdod is one of Israel’s
newest marinas.
of sand, while shallow harbours often
require extensive dredging. Much of the
Israeli coastline runs along a section of
the Mediterranean Sea where waves
up to 7.5m (25ft) and water surges
reaching 1.3m (4.2ft) are common in
both shallow and deep waters.

Taming Israel’s coastline
Israel’s warm climate and abundance of holy sites is a mecca for tourists and,
with its long coastline along the eastern edge of the Mediterranean Sea, it is an
increasingly attractive destination for boaters. But the Israeli coast is low-lying
with no natural harbours or anchorages and, until now, boaters have had the
choice of only a few marinas and ports. Design company R Raviv Consulting
Engineers, among others, is aiming to change that.
Since the 1970s, Israel’s yachting
facilities have steadily improved to cater
for an expanding resident and transient
boating community. There are currently
eight marinas in the country offering
around 3,560 berths and the Israeli
Government is promoting expansions
to existing facilities and the build of a
further six to provide up to 7,150 berths
to yachts of 11-14m (36-46ft), all with
modern facilities. Hoping to attract
international tourists, these marinas are
flagged for Tel Aviv, Bat Yam, Nahariya,
Haifa, Hadera and Netanya, at an
estimated cost of US$100 million each.
According to the Israeli Marine
Innovation Association (MIA):
“Israel used to be a boating
destination in the past, but
declined due to shortage
of berthing space. Today,
marinas claim that they are at
full capacity with no available
spots, and the number of
foreign visitors is close to
zero. There are 1,500 Israelis
that keep their boats in foreign
waters because, among other

things, of the tax on luxury boats in
Israel. Most of the boats are used for
local berthing.”
MIA chairman, Idan Cohen, added:
“In Israel, boating is an important sport
and a crucial gateway to the sea. For
this, there is a need for innovative
thinking and digital transformation that
will introduce new standards to the
industry.”
Marina project design in Israel
presents complex challenges.
Environmental issues abound: winds
sweep north from Egypt’s Nile River,
bringing with it 650,000m³ (850,168yd³)

R Raviv Consulting Engineers
has specialised in designing coastal
projects, ports, marinas, underwater
structures and dredging projects for
45 years. The company has so far
designed five of Israel’s marinas, taking
into account all aspects of design from
breakwaters, quay walls, fixed and
floating piers and its notorious sand
accumulation.
To assess the workability of each
project proposed, the design company
puts every project through a hydraulic
laboratory research programme, which
explores the site and location of each
marina by creating a 3D version.
Raviv designs strong breakwaters
built from natural dolomite stones
using concrete armour units such as
dolos and antifer blocks. Most of the
company’s designs include coastal
protection in the form of detached stone
breakwaters and/or underwater geotube breakwaters.

Marinas under redevelopment
Israel’s oldest marina, Tel Aviv Marina,
is currently being redeveloped to offer
1,000 berths. Its docks were originally
installed in the 1970s, with power and
water infrastructure gradually added
over the following years. In 2010, the
marina was rebuilt and modernised,
installing advanced floating docks and
a new electrical system. The seawall
was renovated to cope with the high

Herzliya Marina is the largest
marina in Israel and offers 800
berths for vessels up to 60m
(197ft) in length.
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along the existing beach rock in order
area is being developed to offer
waves during storms and a newly built
to create a breakwater – and the fishing
hotels, restaurants, artificial lakes and
promenade quickly became a popular
boats’ anchorage area was enlarged by
promenades.
attraction for visitors. The marina is
dredging sand and clay from the sea
protected by breakwaters from the west
“The marina layout is unique with
bottom.
and north and has eight docks mooring
regards to the jetties,” Raviv says.
320 private vessels, in addition to dry
“There’s one main wide concrete
Other developments
storage capacity for 200 smaller boats.
entrance jetty, out of which the
The remaining three existing marina
berthing jetties grow like a tree. The
R Raviv Consulting is designing the
developments comprise Herzliya
marina entrance is 65m (209ft) wide
current expansion project with the help
Marina, Eilat Marina and Marina
of Wallingford hydraulic
Ashkelon.
research group in the
Herzliya Marina lies 10km
UK.
(6mi) north of Tel Aviv and
“An environmental
opened to the public in 1995. It
impact report,
is the largest in Israel and one
requested by the
of the most environmentally
Ministry of Natural
innovative marinas in the eastern
Protection, provides
Mediterranean. It offers 800 berths
answers to various
for yachts up to 60m (197ft) in
issues, such as
length and the marina complex
littoral sand transport
includes the Arena shopping
and river estuary
mall and a variety of restaurants
impact upon the Tel
overlooking the water. Services
Aviv electrical power
available include 24/7 security,
station, the siltation
fuelling and repair services.
problem of the water
As one of the first marinas in
cooling basin (which
Israel to receive the ‘Blue Flag’
is going to be included
eco-label, its design focused
Eilat Marina is located on the Red Sea coast in the southernmost city of
in the first stage of
on sustainability. To protect the
Israel
and
can
be
reached
via
the
Suez
Canal.
the marina), agitation
marine environment, it opted for
inside the marina – according to PIANC
and 7m (23ft) deep. The breakwater
an ECOncrete high texture seawall unit,
recommendations – and stability and
crest elevation is 7.5m (25ft) and the
composed of bio-enhanced concrete
overtopping of breakwaters,” says
maximum short wave agitation height is
that provides suitable biological and
Rami Raviv, general director of R Raviv
about 30cm (12in).”
environmental conditions that allow
Consulting.
Shavit Marina is another of Israel’s
marine flora and fauna, such as oysters
The total length of the coastline
oldest marinas. It has capacity for 400
and algae, to attach and create a
put into the model is 10km (6mi),
boats in a water depth of 4m (13ft) and
“living” seawall.
which includes ten detached stone
is located in a land area of 2.2ha (5.4
Eilat caters to vessels up to 40m
breakwaters to protect the main public
acres) next to Kishon Park. The marina
(131ft) long with 8m (26ft) beam. The
swimming areas of Tel Aviv city and its
design involved dredging inland from
marina is divided into two: an outer
suburbs.
the Kishon River estuary to create a
marina that serves as a passenger
fisherman’s port and marina. It includes
Another marina – undergoing a
port and an internal marina in a nearby
floating jetties for 250 pleasure boats
US$200 million improvement project –
lagoon, with 800m (2,620ft) of docks
and 200m (656ft) of quay wall for
is Haifa-Kishon Marina. Located inside
and piers that moor about 350 vessels.
commercial fishing boats, constructed
the landlocked Haifa Harbour, it will
The marina is located on the Red Sea
from steel sheet piles.
offer more options to boaters in the
coast in the southernmost city of Israel
north of the country. When complete,
A port of entry to Israel, facilities
and can be reached through the Suez
the marina will offer 1,000 berths.
available include electricity, water,
Canal. Eilat is a tourist centre with
toilets, showers and free WiFi through
The area is shallow and rocky and
many hotels, beaches, diving sites and
the marina. Since 2005, the Israel
the marina build will include 35ha (86.5
other attractions.
Ports Company has managed the
acres) of reclaimed land, flooding an
Israel’s southernmost marina on the
5.4ha (13.3 acre) site and planning is
artificial inner lake with sea water to form
Mediterranean, Marina Ashkelon, is
currently underway for the construction
a blue lagoon. “The design allows for
situated between Ashkelon’s beaches
of a modern storage and dry storage
sea water to circulate into and back out
and provides full service berths, good
area, as well as additional floating
of the lake to guard against pollution and
security and access to multiple hotels,
piers.
sea algae growth,” says Raviv.
restaurants and archaeological sites.
R Raviv Consulting also put its
The US$70 million project at Blue
The marina has a maximum depth of 4m
design skills to use for Jaser A Zarka
Marina in Ashdod, situated 70km
(13ft) and is divided in two by a central
Fishermen’s Anchorage and the Israel
(43mi) south of Tel Aviv city is for one
pier. Eight piers, with a total length of
Recreation Authority department has
of Israel’s newest marinas. Located
1,500m (4,900ft), extend out from the
recently funded the development of this
in the middle of a beach zone with
centre. The marina is protected from
marina’s natural coastline to protect the
a maximum depth of 4.5m (15ft), it
storms by two surrounding breakwaters.
harbour. The design includes natural
hosts 600 berths, a shipyard for boat
It has around 600 moorings, storage
dolomite armour stones laid upon and
maintenance and the surrounding
areas and a 100 ton boatlift.
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Left: Docks at Porto Belo are of umbrella
and fishbone shape to provide additional
protection and aesthetic appeal. Below:
Landside space is reserved for car parks
and promenades, and buildings are
constructed on floating platforms.
Americas, won the tender to develop
a project for a 500-slip marina for
boats up to 180ft (55m). The brief was
to integrate the vision with the local
landscape and make best use of site.

Setting first class
marina standards in
southern Brazil
When the municipality of Porto Belo in the beautiful state of Santa Catarina
on the south coast of Brazil issued a tender for a public marina in 2014 it was
seeking a modern nautical facility to complement its excellent sailing waters.
around 25,000 and an annual tourist
influx in excess of 1,000,000. “The
pristine, calm water of Enchanted
Ensenada is the perfect location for a
marina,” he says. “Also, the proximity of
other beautiful nautical destinations in
the area makes it superbly positioned
for a facility that serves 365 days of
boating.”

Nautical infrastructure is far from
new in Santa Catarina as more leisure
boats are actually built in this state
than anywhere else in Brazil. With well
over 25 boat builders in residence,
including big names like Azimut,
Pershing, Armatti and Schaefer, the
region deserves a premier marina hub.
It also deserves an additional tourist
destination.

Winning the design tender

Mayor, Emerson Stein, describes the
ocean as Porto Belo’s “most valuable
asset” for a city with a population of

Brazilian company, Squalo Marinas, a
specialist with 35 years of marina and
waterfront project development in the
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Safety, comfort, service, and
environmental and social sustainability
were high priorities and main goals for
the project, explained Squalo principal
Ronaldo Souza CMM, a port and
civil engineer who is also principal of
Westrec Marinas Latin America.
Porto Belo Public Marina will have a
floating dock infrastructure with finger
piers. A 16ft (5m) wide concrete floating
wave attenuator will be positioned
as the farthest dock, covering and
protecting the marina from wake action
generated by its 500 boats. Docks will
be of umbrella and fishbone shape
to provide additional protection and
aesthetic appeal.

Adding the amenities
As there are good boatyards with
repair facilities in the city of Itajay, just
18mi (29km) north of the marina, there
is no need for a yard at Porto Belo.
Amenities will thus comprise a visitor
reception area with front desk, marina
administration facilities, a customer
lounge with ocean views, bathrooms,
a well-supplied convenience store, a
high-speed fuel and pump-out dock,
rental lockers, a security room and a
helipad for up to three helicopters. All
will be installed on floating structures
near the shore. Land area is reserved
for regular and valet parking, the
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PLANNING & DESIGN
Floating buildings save on land space and
are of elegant design.

concession. It will be developed as a
Public Private Partnership (PPP) with
the City.

security entrance gate, a water tower
and a tall marina totem to mark out the
marina entrance within the landscape.
The tourist component of the marina
will feature a kiosk attached to a
floating dock dedicated exclusively
to a fleet of tourism boats. Available
packages include island, scuba and
sunset tours, created to take advantage
of the scenic waters, beaches and
small harbours.
On the marina shoreline there is a
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small, clean beach with views across
the marina where the municipality will
create a palm tree shaded promenade
and a cycleway. A five star casualstyle seafood restaurant will be built
on the corner of the beach, offering
spectacular views of the marina and the
ocean.

Putting the plan into action
The municipality is currently working
to issue a tender to licence, build and
operate the complex for 25 years via a

It is expected that this creative
nautical project will act as a catalyst
for additional investment in the area,
creating new job opportunities and
promoting regional development. It
will, moreover, put the municipality
of Porto Belo on the map in terms
of international class marinas, boost
its maritime tourist industry and its
destination appeal. Porto Belo’s
enthusiastic mayor is truly committed
to fulfilling his dream of building an
exceptional and remarkable facility in
the south of Brazil.

Squalo Marinas has completed over
125 successful projects offering a
total of over 27,000 slips in Brazil,
Peru, Mexico and the USA. Its multidisciplinary team includes architects,
civil, coastal and structural engineers,
as well as biologists, surveyors and
environmental specialists.
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Cleaning up and
reducing carbon footprint
Marina Port de Mallorca on the island of Mallorca in
the Balearics has distinguished itself with its Carbon
Footprint certificate by managing to further improve its
rating in comparison with previous years.
The marina has several
green accreditations,
including an 18-year record
with Blue Flag, ISO 14001
and EMAS certification. In
2018, it became the only
marina in Mallorca to earn
IMCI 5-Star marina rating.
In association with
Marina Palma Cuarentena,
Marina Port de Mallorca
also undertook its annual
summer clean-up day in
August. With the help of

Andreas Schweimler, in
charge of managing and
organising the cleaning tasks,
and Oscar Fernández, who
is captain of the two IPM IMG
Group marinas, made a joint
comment: “We like to make
this small contribution to the
environment. We know that
it is not enough but if we all
help together we can change
this situation a little.”
The activity often draws
people to the waterside,

Eco vision for
northern yard
Environmental management, sustainability and stringent
procedures are top priorities at the new northern shipyard
at The Boat Works on the Gold Coast, Australia.

divers, the marina teams
scoured the waters for
large objects. Motorbikes,
shopping trolleys, electric
scooters, traffic signs,
dustbins, bicycles,
wheels and all kinds of
miscellaneous rubbish are
often retrieved.

and the visual impact of
seeing large objects emerge
from the bottom of the sea
makes onlookers aware
of what is hidden beneath
the water. Hopefully, this
helps to encourage them to
recycle things and pay better
attention to the environment.

From the start of
construction, the objective
was to create an eco-friendly
marina and shipyard and the
first step was to rehabilitate
the surrounding landscape
and protect the marine
ecosystem across both yards.

waterfront have revived
the marine ecosystem and
protect the riverbank from
wash. Mass planting and
advanced trees provide
shade, shelter and divide the
large space into a series of
working landscapes.

The north yard was
specifically designed and
built to be fully self-sufficient.
Optimal use has been made
of the site, using concrete
slabs, for example, to create
an effective gradient for
collecting and channelling
all water used on site for
antifouling and other works.

The environmental
difference is not lost on
visiting crews. For the past
three months, they have
been welcomed to the
new superyacht yard with
a basket of fresh produce
including spinach, lettuce,
beans and fruit from the onsite gardens.

Water is drawn from
rainwater storage, and
extensive bio gardens
contribute to a sophisticated
filtration and purification
process that is applied to roof
and ground water.

The Boat Works also plans
to expand its commitment
to sustainable operations
by establishing a second
solar array and adding more
designated recycled waste
zones for use by tenants and
visitors.

Using a treatment
process developed by
Australian company Fox
Environmental Systems,
oil and fuel are treated
separately, and wastewater is
decontaminated for re-use or
safe discharge to the council
sewers.
Mangroves along the
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“As custodians of this
waterfront land, our aim since
the beginning has been to
surpass standards set for
the marina industry,” said
owner Tony Longhurst. “We
are committed to operating
sustainably and with minimal
impact on the environment.”
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have been embedded to provide room
for utility service.
The Slottsholmen platform was built
at SF Marina’s Wallhamn factory in
Sweden and transported by ship to
an assembly site. Once the hotel was
built on top of it and a weather window
opened up, the completed structure
was towed to its final location and
moored. The entire process, from order
to assembly, took less than a year.

Floating hotel is a
new green landmark
Slottsholmen, a two-storey hotel in the picturesque town of Västervik, Sweden
is now afloat on a custom-engineered pontoon platform.
The owners chose the Swedish
architectural firm of Sandell Sandberg
to design the floating hotel. Knowing
that the structure would need a solid
foundation that provided unprecedented
stability and reliability, contractor 2A
Entreprenad enlisted SF Marina to
deliver the concrete pontoon as the
building’s foundation.

Measuring 22m (72ft) wide x 63m
(207ft) long, the floating platform
consists of eight SF1880 22m (72ft)
pontoons. Custom reinforcements
accommodate the pressure points
produced by the building’s mass. Each
pontoon has an expanded polystyrene
core for exceptional buoyancy and is
practically maintenance-free. Conduits

“After Salt & Sill in Bohuslän,
Sweden, Slottsholmen is our second
floating hotel,” said SF CEO Michael
Sigvardsson. “With a low profile and
minimal interference from water flow,
the SF Marina concrete pontoons
provide a solid, stable platform for this
exceptionally distinctive hotel. We’re
very proud to be part of such a unique
project.”
Slottsholmen is many things. It’s a
floating hotel with 33 superior rooms
and ten suites. A restaurant turns local
produce into fabulous cuisine. Its spa is
inspired by ancient Roman bath rituals.
And the marina in the middle of town
is but a stone’s throw away from the
archipelago. It’s geothermally heated,
electrified by solar cells and all water
comes from its own desalination plant.
Slottsholmen is truly striving to be a
landmark for sustainability.
www.sfmarina.com

Stable mooring for rubbish collector
Saint Julien’s Bay in Malta has installed a new Hazelett Marine anchoring system for its solar-powered Seabin floating
rubbish collector. The unit removes thousands of kilograms of floating debris every year.
The non-elastic mooring
originally used to secure
the Seabin was unable to
accommodate water level change
with storm surges and larger
waves, causing the platform to
destabilise and disrupting its ability
to hold rubbish between collections.
The bin also required a mooring
system that would not damage
the marine habitat below and not
require a large length of chain for
catenary effect.
Hazelett elastic mooring was
installed to introduce constant,
even tension, reducing motion
caused by larger waves and
water level changes during storm
conditions. The rodes maintain
constant tension above the seabed.
www.hazelettmarine.com
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Reliable Power
When You Need It.

Packed with the features you need,
Eaton power pedestals and distribution
equipment are the most innovative in the industry. They
provide electrical power wherever you need it and are
ﬂexible enough to adjust to your speciﬁc requirements.
Marinas all over North America depend on Eaton to deliver
electrical power. You can, too.
We offer all our customers a
complimentary marina electrical
design service.

Eaton Marina
Power & Lighting

TM

1-800-723-8009
www.marinapower.com
w w w.eaton.com

|

© 2019 Eaton Corporation. All Rights Reser ved.

PRO UD TO B E MAD E IN AMERICA

Dealership Opportunities Available

www.boatlift.com/
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AUSTRALIA

Up to 25,000 lb. lifting capacity available
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z

User friendly operation
Expandable capacity (lift can add capacity at later time)
Simply tie to a dock/piling
Easily moveable in areas prone to hurricanes or ﬂooding

WATCH
VIDEO NOW

1.800.825.3379 | boatlift.com
sales1@boatlift.com
HH_Ad_MarinaWorld_5.1x7.1.indd 7
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UK marina
upgrades
maintenance
vessel
Port Solent Marina, a Premier Marinas facility on the
English south coast, has replaced its 6m (20ft) Water
Witch marine maintenance vessel with a 7m (23ft)
aluminium Versi-Cat. Both boats were designed by
Liverpool-based Water Witch.

Alcudiamar leads
the way with vacuum
sewage system
Alcudiamar Marina in Mallorca has become the first marina
in the Balearic Islands to have a vacuum sewage system
installed. Spanish company Flovac nears completion of the
project and is also expecting to install its technology at three
further marinas in Mallorca in the near future.
The Flovac system can
capture sewage and bilge
water from boats, as well as
sewage from marina facilities,
such as restaurants, hotels and
commercial buildings. Boats
can be pumped out at their
berths by connecting up to
pedestals that are distributed
around the site. Due to the
force of the vacuum, waste is
sucked directly into the vacuum
network.
Pedestals with wells are
provided for larger vessels.
When the water reaches
optimum level, the vacuum
valve opens and the wastewater
is released to the vacuum
station.
The system is designed for

easy, low cost installation. Just
one single electrical connection
point, located at the vacuum
station, is required for the entire
system. The vacuum mains are
also designed to be installed
in shallow trenches to reduce
costly site work.
In addition to making life
easier for the boat owner and
the marina operator, Flovac
technology safeguards the
environment by eliminating
potential pollution at a dedicated
pump-out dock and the chance
of spills. As all pipework operates
under a negative pressure and
no wastewater can leak out of
the pipework, there is no risk of
polluting the marina waters.
www.flovac.com
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Mark Phillp
CMM, marina
manager at
Port Solent,
explained the
move: “Premier
takes its
commitment to
protecting the
environment
very seriously.
This new boat
is certainly an
upgrade and will allow the
team to efficiently collect
debris and weed from the
water to keep our waters
clean. This is a significant
investment for Premier
and one we have made
following feedback from
our berth holders.”
The new vessel boasts
many extra features,
including a drop down
aluminium operator
canopy for navigating
under low bridges.
Although the Versi-Cat’s
main function is retrieving
plastic litter, debris and
aquatic vegetation, the
versatile pontoon design
also includes a range of
pods that sit between
the hulls. These can be
used for a huge range of
applications, including
mobile pump-out, general
maintenance, buoy
maintenance and dive
support. The vessel can
also be fitted with deck

plates, which slot together
to create a level working
deck.
According to Water Witch
director, Jackie Caddick,
the potential benefits for
marinas are huge, with
the chance to make a real
environmental impact and
enhance the water quality
for all stakeholders. “Nobody
wants to see floating litter
in their marina or their
berths choked in weed. Port
Solent is an award-winning
Five Gold Anchor marina
and has demonstrated its
environmental commitment
over many years, working
hard to ensure a clean, safe
marine environment and a
first class visitor experience.
They join some of the
most prestigious marinas
who have chosen Water
Witch to help maintain their
waterfronts, including The
Pearl, Qatar; Royal Yas
Marina, Abu Dhabi; Marina
del Rey, USA; and Royal
Albert Dock, UK.”
www.waterwitch.com
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INNOVATION
QUALITY
COMMITMENT
 Full line of hydraulic boat handling equipment
 Yard, self-propelled, and highway models
 Open frame design to maximize flexibility and efficiency

www.kropfindustrial.com

Kropf Industrial also supplies mobile
boat lifts, as well as steel or HDPE
pipe floating docks, and steel floating
breakwaters.

info@kropfindustrial.com

888.480.3777

Are your float drums certified by an accredited testing agency?
They should be. Ask for Ace Floats by name!

Tested and Certified by
IMANNA Laboratory Inc.
/ Falling Dart Impact Test
/ 7-Day Hunt Water
Absorption Test
/ Encasement Wall
Thickness Standard
/ And More!
IMANNA Certified
www.imanna.com/customer-spotlight
For over 25 years, Den Hartog Industries in Hospers, Iowa has
elevated the quality of foam-filled float drums, setting the industry
standards and is a leader in the marine industry on quality, durability
and longevity. Visit www.acefloatdrums.com for a variety of product
sizes, specifications with bouyancy and technical information.
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Compact
clean-up cat
Conceived and created by entrepreneur and lifelong
boater Dave Nickelson, the Skimmit trash boat catamaran
is an easy, compact and economical way to collect and
remove floating debris in hard-to-reach locations. The
open space between the hulls is utilised to collect rubbish
and lift it off the water into a receptacle with an integrated
hydraulic lift basket.
Skimmit makes light work
of clearing waterspace with
a tunnel draw system that
utilises a strong 9.9hp motor

to create an intake current in
the water. It sucks debris into
the area between the hulls as
it motors over the water.
Now in full production at
Rost Marine in Minnesota,
USA the patented catamaran
has a collection tunnel
capacity of 2yd³ (1.5m³) and
a screen/bucket capacity in
excess of 1yd³ (0.8m³). The
vessel is 17ft (5m) long x 7ft

 

6in (2m) beam.
Self-contained, trailerable
and designed for singleperson operation, Skimmit
benefits from a selfunloading screen bucket
and high thrust motor for
slow speed manoeuvrability.
It is manufactured from
durable heavy grade marine
aluminium and has dual
anchor spuds for stationery

rubbish collection in water
depths up to 12 feet (3.6m).
Optional add-ons include
a bimini for rain and sun
protection; an electric
bowthruster; all-electric
power for quiet, green
operation; a floating bin with
4yd³ (3m³) capacity; and a
dual axle trailer for on-road
hauling.
www.skimmit.eco
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Composite Decking & Bumpers
High Impact Resistance
&XVWRPL]DEOH3URߔOHV
Easy Maintenance
In-house Tooling
Made to Order
Weatherproof
Excellent OIT*

High load
capacity
Soprefa, S.A. Portugal
Tel: +351 256 880 470
soprefa@soprefa.com

MORE THAN 250,000m2 INSTALLED!

*Oxidative Induction Time
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Hubbell launches
Intelligent range
US manufacturer Hubbell Marine has launched
‘Intelligent’ dockside power pedestals, a distinctive new
range available in four models.
With modern European styling,
they feature gleaming white and
brushed aluminium housings and
maintenance-free LED lighting.
A special feature, claimed by
Hubbell as unique, is the ability
to swap out power modules to
accommodate specific electrical
needs at individual slips. The
entire upper section of the
pedestal can also be removed
and stored at the end of the
season or in advance of a serious
storm.
All four Intelligent pedestals
utilise cloud-based software so as to be easily updated,
and Hubbell’s ‘Dockmaster’ mobile app gives marina
employees the ability to commission or decommission one
or more pedestals and monitor their operating conditions.
The Captain/Owner
app provides reporting
and power condition
alerts and retains guest
preferences that can be downloaded to their slip
upon return. This brings welcome relief to any
vessel owner who has experienced shore power
difficulties and concerns.
Models 1 and 2 can be configured for 30A
120VAC or 50A 120/240VAC US standard marine
grade outlets. A single pedestal serves two slips,
each with two outlets and water service. Model
2 includes a high performance wide-area mesh
WiFi signal with
gigabyte speed
that is easily
accessible
through any
connected device. Equipped with proximity and
battery back-up emergency lighting, they can be
custom-branded with a logo.

Marina World
Suppliers &
Services
Your editorial entry:

Marina
World

It’s time to submit
Suppliers & Services
your free-of-charge
editorial entry
for the 2021/22
edition of Marina
World Suppliers
& Services
(MWS&S), the
established annual
international guide
to marina equipment manufacturers
and service providers.
www.marinaworld.com

March 2020- February 2021

B U I L D I N G S

Essential reference for marina and waterfront developers, planners and operators

MWS&S features up to 40 specialist
categories with company contact details
and product/service descriptions and
is a highly valued business tool in the
marina office, with a full 12-month shelf
life and continuous online presence at
www.marinaworld.com
The March 2021 – February 2022
edition will be mailed out with the
March/April 2021 issue of Marina World
to our entire global readership.
• If you are new to the marina industry or
check our current issue and discover
there is no entry for your company,
please complete the MWS&S form on
www.marinaworld.com
• If you had a company entry in the
March 2020 – February 2021 edition,
we will contact you direct to make
updating and amending your entry as
simple as possible.

Maximising your marketing:
For the cost of a single insertion
advertisement in Marina World, you
can benefit from a year of advertising in
MWS&S and maximise the visibility of
your brand.
As an advertiser, you have a host of
benefits:

Models 3 and 4 serve the entire marina power
requirement from 30A up to 400A. With the same
suite of features as Models 1 and 2, these versions
come with a full-colour display that can present
advertising and other marina-specific information
for an improved guest experience and additional
revenue stream.

• Your company logo on the front cover

The units are NEMA 4X rated, carry UL231
(cULus) certification, are NFPA 3030 standard and
comply with FCC Part 18 for radiated emissions.

• Bonus distribution at marina specific
conferences, seminars and exhibitions

www.hubbell-marine.com
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• Up to four FREE logo-enhanced
entries – online and in hard copy
• Hotlinked website and email contacts
on your advertisement
• Year-long exposure in print and online

Find out more from Julia Hallam –
e: juliahallam@marinaworld.co.uk
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Gold Anchor presentation at Safe Harbor
Cabrillo Isle, one of two US west coast
marinas to receive accreditation prior to
the 2019 agreement.

Gold Anchor training
commences in USA
Training of assessors for the Global Gold Anchor programme on the US west
coast has commenced, despite setbacks due to COVID-19.
The move to expand the programme
into new territory is the result of a
collaboration agreement by the Marine
Recreation Association (MRA) and

the Australia-based Marina Industries
Association (MIA).
The MIA previously joined forces with
The Yacht Harbour Association (TYHA)

Lake marina
opens with
full range of
dock products

The first phase of the Queenstown Marina project on Lake Wakatipu in New
Zealand’s South Island has been completed with the installation of a suite of
products supplied by Australian company M-Tech Marine Technologies.
M-Tech designed and supplied a
marine grade flexible rubber cable
distribution system; over 50 Sterling and
Platinum service pedestals; electrical
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distribution boards; fire extinguisher
cabinets; and, in association with
Keco, a peristaltic pump-out system.
Bellingham Marine New Zealand

of the UK to merge their independent
Gold Anchor programmes back in 2013.
Two marinas on the US west coast
were accredited leading up to the 2019
agreement.
MIA president, Andrew Chapman, said
the delay in implementing the agreement
has been frustrating but the strong will
of both parties has resulted in its reactivation. “Gold Anchor accreditation
is an excellent business improvement
programme as well as providing
marketing and product differentiation
benefits. MIA is very pleased that MRA
appreciate the value of Gold Anchor and
we are totally committed to working with
the MRA team as it is rolled out across
North America.”
Scott Robertson, president of the
MRA, confirmed there is pent-up
demand for the programme. “We
have both coastal and inland marinas
wishing to participate. MRA recognise
the many industry development and
promotional benefits the Gold Anchor
programme can deliver for our industry.”
Four west coast marina personnel
are being trained to conduct Gold
Anchor assessments. During the first
two years of the MRA Gold Anchor
roll-out, each assessment will also be
checked by Gold Anchor foundation
partners, the MIA and TYHA, to
ensure global consistency with the
implementation of the standard.

designed and manufactured the docks.
The Lakes Marina Project aims
to introduce a world-class marina to
Queenstown that will enhance the
region’s economic performance and
give visitors and residents safer, higher
quality access to the lake.
www.m-tech.com.au
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ACHIEVES UP TO 32” SPANS!

SAY GOODBYE TO MOLD, MILDEW AND ROTTING!
OUTSTANDING COLOUR RETENTION - 50 YEAR FADE & STAIN WARRANTY

See for yourself at tivabp.com

Water Choked By
Trash & Weeds?

The Affordable & Maneuverable
Marina Trash Collection Pontoon
The ONLY compact single operator all-hydraulic
skimmer that self unloads.

Perfect for Contract Cleaning
The Easiest Way to Clean Your Marina

(651) 303-3586 | www.skimmitmarine.com
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Smoother bookings
with Reserve a Berth
Reserve a Berth is an interactive booking engine tailor-made for marinas,
allowing boaters to pre-book 24/7 while marinas can reduce overbooking and
ensure appropriate berthing.
The digital platform, available as
both a desktop and mobile app,
allows the user to view all available
berths in 2D or 3D, with pop-outs
describing berth packages. Boaters
are able to choose their own berth
based on the dimensions of their
boat.
For marinas, advantages include
increasing yield, generating revenue
around the clock, with no language
barrier or time difference. Dynamic
pricing allows the marina operator
to increase berth prices if occupancy
goes above 50%, and seasonal pricing
means variable pricing can be set
for high, peak and low season well in
advance.
The system allows for real-time
monitoring of the marina and real-time
communications. The easy to use
system also allows the user to make
updates and amendments in minutes.
Reserve a Berth generates customer
data instantly, providing analytical

reports on age, demographics, visit
patterns and purchase preferences.
Marinas can gain insight on the ‘big
spenders’ and the most popular items
sold. The software also allows marinas
to upsell products before the customer
reaches the payment page, including
hotel rooms, rental cars or food.
The interface is fully flexible and can
be branded with a marina’s preferred
colour scheme and logo.
www.reserveaberth.com

New consultancy to
refocus marinas
French aluminium marina specialist Poralu Marine has launched Marina
Management & Consultancy (MM&C) with a view to designing sustainable
solutions for multi-purpose nautical projects.
The company is using its 35 years
of experience in designing marinas to
move from manufacturer to manager,
operator and investor. “We are
responding to a strong demand from
our customers, who need support and
genuine know-how throughout the
entire operation, from the conceptual
phases to management, including
consulting and investment,” says Poralu
director of operations Cédric Le Rest.
Poralu is looking to work with
municipal and private clients to
manage marinas and to invest in
marina or coastal projects from
design to management. Emphasising

the destination aspect of marina
development and redevelopment is key
to the rationale behind the new venture,
as MM&C director Christophe Sauné
explains: “We want to see marinas
as true living spaces; a destination in
and of itself where people go to enjoy
themselves. For too long they have
been underestimated and neglected as
mere ‘parking lots’ for boats. Marinas
have the potential to be at the heart of
an urban development initiative, where
people can truly flourish. This is why we
have decided to create a new type of
marina.”
www.poralu.com
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New
Douglas
Marine
launched
Italian mooring systems specialist
Douglas Marine shared news of its
relaunch at this year’s Genoa Boat
Show further to joining forces with a
new business partner.
Company owner, Marino Douglas,
commented: “I’m very happy to have
found the right partner to continue the
story of the company that I founded
and have managed all my business life.
It’s an emotional moment. I’ve found
a young and enthusiastic professional
who will take on the brand in the years
ahead.”
Douglas Marine is a world leader
in mooring devices for yachts of all
dimensions weighing up to 900 tons,
self adaptive connectors for anchors
and stainless steel rubbing strake
profiles. Its products are sold at marina
chandleries, and marina operators buy
and offer the systems as part of annual
berthing fees.
In time for the relaunch, Douglas
Marine also welcomed Paolo Ramoino,
a graduate in nautical engineering
who has worked for the Italian Marine
Industry Association for the past four
years, as a new director. “I’m really
excited about this new challenge,” he
said. “Douglas Marine is a well known
historic brand with a range of very
high quality products developed over
40 years of experience in the boating
industry.”
www.douglasmarine.com
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TOTAL CONTROL
OF MARINA

at your fingertips

MEET YOU at

METSTRADE Connect 2020

marinamanagementsoftwaresolutions

IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
TO CREATE ADDED VALUE

IN YOUR
LANGUAGE
Visit our website

www.marina-master.com
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Fireboat
boosts safety
at Spanish
marina
Marina Ibiza in the Balearics has purchased a new
Rodman R 620 fire protection and towing boat to
enhance its security offering.
The vessel has a powerful 120m³/
hr fire pump with a ZZ5 lance located
in the prow. In the event of fire, it
draws water from the sea allowing the
fire to be controlled more quickly and
effectively and avoid spread to other
moored yachts.
Measuring 6m (19ft 8in) long x 2.4m
(8ft) beam, the vessel has a 121hp
John Deere engine and can reach a
maximum speed of 12 knots. It also

has a Side Power SE40 bow thruster, a
towing hook with 10 ton pulling capacity
and a battery charger.
The marina team annually conducts
a fire drill and training session that
prepares them for any potential
incident. The addition of a boat in the
emergency protocol means they can
now include action by water in the mix
and increase response accordingly.
In addition to the new acquisition,

Marina Ibiza has numerous measures
for assistance and incident prevention
in its armoury, including two fixed
pumps and two portable fire-fighting
pumps with foam diffuser; portable
powder extinguishers and fire hydrants
distributed throughout; absorbent
barriers to contain fuel, oils or other
substances; and an array of additional
anti-pollution material.
www.rodman.es

www.roodberg.com
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Bluewater Marine & Dock, USA
32
Boatlift, Italy
20
Capria, Argentina
22
City of Cannes,
27, 28 & 29
Conolift by Kropf Industrial,
Canada
48
Den Hartog Industries, USA
48
Dual Docker, Austria
16
Dura Composites, UK
33
Eaton Marina Power &
Lighting, USA
45
Flovac, Spain
32
GH Cranes & Components, Spain 17
Gigieffe, Italy
39
Golden Boat Lifts, USA
24
Golden Marine Systems, USA
53
HydroHoist, USA
46
IMCI, Belgium
40
Ingemar, Italy
12
Inland & Coastal Marinas, Ireland 14
Hazelett Marine, USA
22
Lindley, Portugal
36
Livart Marine, China
54
Lumberock Premium
Decking, USA
56
Marex, Croatia
40
Marina Master by IRM, Slovenia 56
Marina Projects, UK
10
MarinaGo by
Scribble Software, USA
46
Marinetek, Finland
4
Martini Alfredo, Italy
18
OmegaFlex, USA
60
Pacsoft, New Zealand
36
Pick a Pier, Israel
14
PierPump by
Vogelsang, Germany
6
Raviv Consulting
Engineers, Israel
40
Ronautica, Spain
50
Roodberg - a brand of Frisian
Industries, Netherlands
57
SF Marina System, Sweden
2
Seaflex, Sweden
8
Skimmit.eco, USA
54
Superior Group, Australia
56
Swedeship Sublift, Sweden
40
TIVA Building Products, Canada 54
ThruFlow, Canada
49
Twinwood by Soprefa, Portugal
50
Walcon, UK
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Scribble’s 11.0.3 –
better than ever
Scribble Software has released Version 11.0.3 to further enhance its suite of
software solutions. Major product changes are as follows:

MarinaOffice

voided transactions within a shift.

MARIAH MeterWalk Center updated to
include:

• New report for tracking void sales

• Add the slip’s current present meter

• The custom templates for work orders,

and preview meter (all three).

• Add the ability to print and/or export to
Excel.

• Add the ability to add/remove columns
(not the dock/slip columns, but the
meter columns).

• Split the dock/slip column and allow
the columns to be grouped by doc.

• Allow the user to set the sort order.
• Database limit is 10 Gig for SQL
Server Express with alert at 9 Gig. If
not using SQL Server Express there is
no limit.

PureRetail

• When sending remote print jobs, the
user may enter either the customer’s
full name or the customer’s last name.

• When performing a bill payment using
the integrated credit card process, a
situation can arise where the credit
card processes, but the accounting
platform does not accept the payment.
In this situation, the bill payment is
recorded in PureRetail and flagged
with the text “[NP]”. This update
allows the user to attempt to repost
the “not posted” payments directly
from the payment history report in
PureRetail.

• New setting for remote/kitchen printing
allows the option to include order job
references so each print job alerts the
user that there are other parts to this
same order.

• The meal modifier forms have been
updated to allow a user to configure
an “item picker”. Bigger buttons and
more options for sales reps are now
available.

• New ‘Quick Finalize Order’ function
allows the server to finalise credit card
authorisations back-to-back without
having to move between multiple
screens.

• A new ‘void transaction’ section added
to Z-Out to quickly view the number of

transactions.
technician tickets and estimates have
been updated to allow users to access
and use all ‘trailer’ related fields.

• Improved zip code validation for
customer ticket charges and on-file cc
transactions.

• When auto-CC payments are
successfully processed through the
integrated credit card merchant, they
will be recorded on the payment
history report. To easily designate
the difference between the auto-CC
records and other payments made
through PureRetail, the “Shift Number”
will be set to “A” to represent the autoCC process.

• The integrated ACH process has been
updated to run an automatic “check
return” validation process once a day.
This process attempts to compare any
“check return” situations that occur
on the merchant side with any autodebit transactions in PureRetail. With
‘Payment Innovators’, as soon as the
ACH payment is settled, PureRetail
will post the payment to QuickBooks.

PureService

• Added spellcheck functionality to the
notes on Add Tech Time window.

• Expanded fields list on work orders,
technician tickets and estimates to
more closely match.

• A new option has been added to
PureService that allows the invoice
generated from a work order to
consolidate all labour onto a single
line for each job.

RentalH20

• Added a new PureRental report to
show payments made to rentals within
a date range.

Enterprise Synchronizer
• Database backup functionality has

been added to the ‘Enterprise Cloud
Synchronizer’.

www.scribblesoftware.com
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Talk to an ASAR expert today
for more information about marina
development, design, and construction.

(239) 334-8800

asarautomation.com
@asarmarine

Double Containment Piping
for Marinas
Features and Benefits
Routes easily along or underneath docks. The Nylon
12 outer jacket is UV stabilized and salt water
resistant; no chase pipe required. Can be
supplied in extra long continuous lengths:
eliminating transition sumps on the dock.
Additionally, a double containment flexible
floating dock connector is available.

For custom
lengths of up
to 1000 feet
please contact
factory.

www.doubletrac.net
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